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by Richard Mathias
HOYA News Editor

The first academic building on the
Georgetown Main Campus to be constructed in twelve years opened on
June

1st when

the School of Foreign

Service officially moved their offices
to the Bunn Intercultural Center.
Seven years of planning and fund
raising as well as 21 months of construction culminated in April when
the “basic construction was finished,”

reported Mr. William Miller, Vice
President for Administrative Services.
The seven story red brick building
will house all of Georgetown’s international
programs,
including
the

a

- School of Foreign Service, the School
of Languages and Linguistics, the Graduate School, the School of Summer

Cornered between the White Gravenor building and Copley Hall, the Bunn

fielding of bids for the construction.

Intercultural

Miller, “the bid we received was beyond the money we had available,
so
we had to eliminate a lot of items in
the basic award because the University

Center

features a 4,540

square foot galleria complete with a
skylight ceiling, a multilingual translation symposium center seating 350, in
addition to offices for the four schools,
180 faculty offices, 15 lecture.rooms,
3 seminar rooms, language labs, audiovisual facilities and lounges for faculty,
The complex was designed by Metcalf and Associates of Washington and
constructed by the George Hyman
Company with interior design completed by Radford and Biddison.
Federal monies from the Departments of Housing and Urban Development, Energy and Education, in the
form of low interest loans and grants,

paid for about half the total construction cost of $30,477,977. The balance

and Continuing Education; the Depart-

of the funding came from various fund-

ments of Theology, Government, Economics, and History; the office of the

raising efforts in the private sector.

Provost and the Office of International
Programs.
Named for the late Fr. Edward Bunn
SJ, a former president of Georgetown
University, the Bunn Center, in addi-

tion to housing numerous academic
programs and classrooms, will be the
focus of much discussion in the energy
development

field due

to the 37,000

foot photovoltaic shingle roof, capable
of generating upwards of 350 KW
hours of solar energy.

The planning process began when
“Fr. Freeze appointed a development
committee (chaired by Dean Peter
Krogh) which worked to develop the
scope and a schematic” of the building,
explained Miller.
Fn
“When the basic planning elements
were completed and approved by Fr.
Freeze, we hired the architects,” Miller

continued, “then in conjunction with
the development committee, worked
to develop the plans.”
The next element involved was the

Campus Radio Station
To Begin Broadcasting
energy.

by Chris Callsen—The HOYA

Largest Capital Campaign Begins
government manipulation while forcing

by Richard Mathias
HOYA

a bulk of the University’s operating
budgets to be linked with tuition in-

News Editor

A formal Inaugural Dinner on May
6th served as the kickoff of the University’s Campaign designed to raise
$115 million to double the endowment
and support on-going programs.
The campaign is the largest undertaking of its kind in Georgetown his-

tory, with

target figures set in five

areas: University-wide goals: $32.75
million, Main Campus: $26.5 million,
Medical Center Goals: $30 million,

Law Center Goals: $10.75 million and
Funds for Support of On-going
grams set at $15 million.

News

pro-

Mr.

David

Knight,

the

Main

Campus Coordinator for the Campaign, likened endowment development to the building of University
stability. “When you have a big University,” he commented, “it'is always
thinking and creating, it always wants
to update things. If the University said
it was stable, in effect, it had enough
money to keep on going, in effect you

are saying that the University has
“stopped growing. I do not perceive
Georgetown ever being in that mode.”

The University will face increasing
financial pressures as it looks forward
to the third century of its existence.
The campaign will focus on doubl-

Feature

A glance through Georgetown’s history indicates that fundraising is a

ing the University’s: endowment while
strengthening support for its facilities
and on-going programs. The goals have

¢ npaign will be allocated to ensure
st. bility in the curriculum of the

various academic programs of the
University.
Georgtown President Fr. Timothy
Healy has explained that the campaign
seeks “help for the future.” The history
of the fundraising efforts of the University include the Progress Fund,
conducted in the late 60's to raise $26
million. The second major campaign
was sponsored during the 70’s and
called the Mandate 81 campaign, which
doubled the previous goal by raising
$54

million.

Campaign
Mandate

The

current

will work

University

to double

the

81 total by raising $115 mil-

lion.
Part 2 will appear in the September

10th edition of the HOYA,

and will

facet of institutional life as old as the |
academic enterprise itself. As early as
1787, John Carroll, founder of the
University, set forth the goals and

cial problems, but rather, to allow
Georgetown to realize its future of

focus on the specifics of the fundraising
effort; the process of planning the campaign, researching prospective donors,
managing the solicitation process and

philosophy

providing

establishing revenue targets.

of

the

Institution

while

making the first case for the collection
of funds when he argued that “such a
plan of education solicits, and, it is not
presumptuous to add, deserves public
encouragement.”
Through the years, many benefac-

tors and loyal followers have contributed funds enabling the Georgetown
educational tradition to continue.

As

early as 1796, Mr. Joseph Ecke gave
the University a gift of $1,600 as the
foundation for educating one student.
Such early contributions gave birth to
the endowed scholarship that was born
at Georgetown. University archives

have established recorded
dated before 1840.

annuities

The first building on campus to be
constructed from funds donated entirely outside the University was the
Dahlgren Chapel, supported from a

$40,000 gift from John Vinton Dahlgren
in 1892. The largest gift in the history
of the institution was made in 1967
when Florence Daily gave Georgetown

$9 million.
The beginning

of the

University

campaign comes at the end of the
school’s second century, where one

finds Georgetown competing with the
top institutions academically, but not

in endowment growth. Marty Moore
explained that “a healthy endowment
will give you the kind of stability that
allows you to maintain longer term com-

mitments to programs and students.”
A weak endowment will force a
University to be tied unnecessarily to

NE

come.

Support of on-going programs is also
. ¢ major concern. Funds raised in the

been set not simply to alleviate finaneducation

in

the

Jesuit

tradition.

Specific categories of fund growth
exist within the structure of the campaign. The effort will provide a larger
capital base through unrestricted endowment; support for students and
faculty through restricted endowments;

consolidated programs through new
facilities, renovation and conversion;
and support various on-going programs.
Those funds collected for the endowment will ensure an ongoing source of
income in that the principle is invested
and the return percentage of accrued
interest is used to support University
budgeted programs. The unrestricted
endowment serves to strengthen all’
aspects of the University, while expanding its capital base. The funds donated
in a restricted endowment support
student
scholarships
and
faculty
enhancement.

Financial aid needs for students are
also met with endowment funds and
work to maintain the diversity, quality
and size of the student body. Loan

funds which are designed to generate
financial growth through repayment
work to complement endowed funds
and thus strengthen Georgetown’s flexi-

bility in providing assistance to students.
Another critical element of the campaign is the generation of funds for

turnovers and were never able to go

by Richard Mathias

The Seven Story Bunn Intercultural Center features a 37,000 foot Solar Roof which will produce over 300 kw of

HOYA

further

News Editor

A long awaited dream came true
today as the Georgetown University
AM radio carrier WROX-690 broadcast its first program at 8:00 am this
morning from their Copley basement
studio.
The student run radio station’s debut
is the result of several years of dedication and planning by Radio Club President and WROX General Manager
Andrea Masucci, WROX

Program Di-

rector Bart Edes, and many others
involved in the radio club.
According to a station profile,
WROX will operate 24 hours a day
and feature a variety of music, primarily rock and progressive, in addition

to

news

broadcasts

and

other

special feature programs.
Masucci told the HOYA that they
will be having “a ribbon cutting” on
September 2, where the station will
host “a reception in the Copley Formal Lounge with the heads of all the
departments, faculty, student leaders
and other people who have helped get
us on the air will be invited on an
RSVP basis,” Masucci said.
“We started out as a chartered club,”

explained

Masucci,

interested members.

“with
We

a lot of

had a lot of

than

that

until

this

Spring,

about a year ago, when pretty much
the people we have here were able to
“take the charter, work independently
.and then propose to the SAC a loan
for the equipment.”

“When

we

awarded

the

HOY A Staff Writer

Mother Theresa of Calcutta, the
1979 recipient of the Nobel Peace
Prize, admonished the graduating class
of 1982 to “go out to proclaim that
God loves,” at the 183rd annual commencement exercise at Georgetown
on May 30.
After being awarded an Honorary
Doctorate of Humane Letters, which

the 71-year-old founder of the Missionaries of Charity accepted for the “glory
of God” and “in the name and for the
glory of poor people throughout the
world,” Mother Theresa told the graduates to “go out with the conviction

that nothing and nobody will separate
you from the love of God.”
Fr. Royden Davis, Dean of the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences, explained
that “there is a religious aura about
Mother Theresa which made the whole
ceremony a bit calmer and more
religous.”
This summer’s commencement “was

the nicest I had experienced since I

renovation and conversion of existing

arrived at Georgetown,” exclaimed
Dean Ronald Smith, of the School of

facilities and construction of new educational facilities designed to expand
the resources offered by the Univer-

Business Administration. “I hope that
the tone of love and affection of the
students for each other and for the

sity.

speaker sets the trend for the future,”

Smith concluded.
The 9,000 friends, family and invited

guests stood quietly as Mother Theresa,
University President Fr. Timothy Healy
and the Deans of the Undergraduate
schools walked to the stage. Fr. Davis

was especially touched by the “silence
and the splendid attention” given the
participants in the ceremony.

Several administration officials indicated their pleasure that the graduates
listened attentively to the guest speaker, whether, or not their own individual

views were in agreement with Mother
Theresa's or not.
Because of the world-wide interest
in the works of the small and frail
Agnes Ginxha Bojaxhiu, reporters traveled from as far away as Japan and
India just to carry the story in their
native countries. The Voice of America
broadcast the speech in English and in
over 40 foreign languages around the
world.

Ann Klass of the Office of University Relations explained that Mother
Theresa's speech attracted nationwide
attenion as well, with countless papers
and magazines converging on campus

during the event to publish the speech.
Also receiving Honorary Degrees at
the ceremony were: Rev. Robert I.
continued on page 4

said

just didn’t have the money.”

/

“As the project continued and the
University was able to fundraise that
money,”

Miller

explained

that

“the

deleted items were added back in.”

Now that the project is completed,
Mr. Miller, who has control over the
overhead departments of the University, is busy working with the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in California
which is checking the modules for the
completion of the solar roof.
“I just wish we didn’t have as many
little problems, like hinges, electrical
lights-little things like that,” commented Miller, “I just wish the contractor had finished it a little bit
better.”
:
The major difficulty now exists in
the fire alarm system. Miller explained

that “in order for the fire alarms to
meet regulations, they are very sensi-

tive. So when people work and make
dust, they go off. The first several
weeks after it was finished, we had the
fire department here 2 or 3 times a
day.”
Fr. J. Donald Freeze, the University
Provost, told the HOYA that “the great

advantage of this building will not be
so much the physical facility, in the
sense of classroom space or office
space, but that it is bringing everybody
together very, very well.”
hor
“I have met faculty here in this
building,” continued Freeze, “whom
I've never met before. We meet students too, you're bound to.

The Intercultural Center's 6th floor
is the home of the Provost's office,
which moved there from 2nd Healy.
Fr. Freeze commented that he felt that
“2nd Healy can be a very isolated
place and that is why I like it here. I
think it’s a good move.” He continued,
“Certainly my experience thus far has

“WROX will be a minor
revolution on this cam-

pus.”

been excellent because it puts me in
contact with people I would not nor-

mally meet.”
Along with the opening of the new
building

— Bart Edes
Program Director
Masucci expressed her view that
“the loan approval had to be the first
highlight,” for the station. Once the
monies were obtained, construction of.

the new facility was initiated.
“We contacted Radio Systems Inc.
and they came down and did a proposal for us,” Masucci explained. “They
estimated the cost and did an initial
survey on how the carrier current would

work on the campus.” In deciding on
the consultant for the station, Masucci
explained that the Radio Systems procontinued on page 5

has

come

many

curricular

innovations. An Educational Planning
Task Force has been working for the
past two years on developing some
new

education

programs

within

the

center. Among these are an intensified
language study, curicular “roadmaps”
to provide a broad base of understanding of values and beliefs of major
world cultures, and work in conjunc-

tion with the National Geographic
Society to utilize their educational
resources within the Center’s facilities.
The official dedication of the building will take place on September 24, a
University holiday. Among the festivities of the day will be a statue dedication of Fr. Bunn, the blessing of the
building and a reception in the courtyard with the day’s featured speaker,
the former United Nations Secretary
General, Kurt Waldheim.

Mother Theresa Brings Calm to 1982 Graduates
by Mary Prahinski

job,”
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Copley Lawn Parties To
Discontinue, Says Healy
HOYA

Layout Editor

All parties and concerts scheduled
on Healy and Copley lawns have been

discontinued

for the

1982-83 school

year because of the high amplification

of music during the Student Entertainment Commission's “Blowout Weekend” concert held last April.
In a memo sent to University cabinet
members dated June 7, 1982, University President Timothy S. Healy, S.J.
cited “illegal and highly irksome amplification” as the main reason for the

- moving of all subsequent events. This
year’s traditional dance for new students has been moved from the WhiteGravenor esplanade and Copley Lawn
to the parking lot beside McDonough

Gym.
Fr. Healy further added that “The
really outrageous incident I refer to
earlier in the spring generated over
100 complaints including one threat of
suit. I doubt the last was realistic, but
the annoyance and serious bother
within a four or five block area was
unacceptable.”
The concert was held on a Sunday
and disrupted the services at nearby

Holy Trinity Church, located at 36th
Street between O and N streets, as
well as other residents in the community. A pastor at the church com-

by Richard Mathias
HOYA

Institute

No members of the SEC could be
reached for comment; however reaction from New Student Orientation
(NSO), who regularly hold Lawn activities, was rather mild. One member
said he was disappointed that Copley

could not be used because

it was a

break in tradition. Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs Gary Salusolia, who

oversees NSO, expressed little concern
about such a move. “The
stated, “is not going to be
venience. We can get all
and equipment there with
no problem.”

move,” he
an inconthe trucks
absolutely

Copley lawn will no longer be the sight of major outdoor concerts.

While

graduation

is not

directly

affected by the decision, Healy was
firm in stating “There is to be no
amplification whatsoever on the front
lawn of the University. This includes
ceremonies after graduation, dances,
or other outdoor events,” he concluded.

by Mary Prahinski

HOYA Staff Writer
Students comprising the class of 1986
will converge on the Georgetown Main

Campus today from 49 states and 67
countries to make up one of the most
diverse and selective groups in University history.
The state of New York will contribute 246 students which totals 20 percent of the class. Rounding out the top
five states are New Jersey with 138,
Maryland sending 91, 78 from Pennsylvania and 76 west coasters from
California.
The only state not represented in

the new Freshman class is South Dakota.
New England continues to send large
numbers of its residents to Georgetown, with over 150 students from
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island and
Vermont preparing to make their home
on the Potomac shores.
The Middle Atlantic region, in following with tradition, continues to send
50 percent of the students, with the
other half fairly evenly distributed
across the rest of the country and from
around the world.
The University will host a large
number of foreign students again this

FLY JETS YOUR FIRST YEAR
Your salary is only a part of the fantastic career that awaits you as an Air Force pilot
or navigator. The Air Force flying program offers you more than $17,000 a year to
start, plus valuable experience that can pay off in
1
civilian life.
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And your officers commission will give you strong
executive credentials — proof of your leadership
ability. Air Force benefits include 30 days
vacation with pay a year, worldwide
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Director,

Professor

Jim

Unger, explained that “we are tuned
to the philosophy that each group
instructor is best qualified to decide
how their students should spend their
time, whether it be in research, study,
or practice debates.”
Comparing the Georgetown program with other across the country,
Unger commented that “our program

Class of ’86: Diverse And Selective

Salusolia continued, “We anticipate
as successful a party as in previous
years.”
According to the memo, District
law prohibits any sound at night louder
than 55 decibels at the line of the
property in which it originates.

News Editor

The annual Georgetown University
Forensics Institute sponsored by the
Philodemic Society was held this past
summer in two sessions from June
26th through August 14th.

mented, “it was noisy. I thought that
someone around the corner had their
stereo blasting. It didn't fit in with
what was going on in the neighborhood at the time.”

HOYA File Photo

by Todd Robinson

Georgetown Hosts Debaters

Sgt. “Skip” Petz
981-3284

year. In all, some

67 are represented

with the largest numbers arriving from
Germany, England and Jamaica.
“With threats of cuts in financial
aid, most schools are confronting decreases in applications, but Georgetown had an almost unheard of increase of 2.3%,” reported Donna Reid
Lawrence, the Assistant Director of
Admissions. More than 8700 candidates competed for 1260 spots. Only
29% of applicants were offered admission, thus Georgetown has entered the
ranks of one of the most highly selec-

tive schools in the country.
Lawrence speculated about the reasons why Georgetown is attracting the
large number of applicants. The University is located in Washington, “a
city whose image has grown by leaps
and bounds. It is more than just the
White House or the Capitol. It has
become a new center of culture and

business for the world. In short, it’s a

4

4

phenomenal place to be.”
The basketball team’s success

ness to this school. “We’ve been known
for academics,” Ms. Lawrence continues, “but now people across the country have seen that students are willing
to travel to places like New Orleans to
demonstrate school spirit. Prospective

Freshmen sense that students her have
a good

time,

that

their

involvement

here extends beyond school work.”
“In interviewing students, I learn
from

their

diversity,”

Lawrence

ex-

plains. “They have done so many
unique things.” Even though the class
is quite diverse on the individual level,
there are many similarities on the class
level. It includes 927 high school varsity athletes. With almost three-fourths
of the group athletically inclined, so
Yates Field House may even replace
Marriott as a popular meeting place

on campus.

A great way of life.

has

created an excitement and attractive-

continued on page 4

‘curriculum is tailored toward each
individual group.”
Each session culminates with an
Institute tournament in which each of
the participants compete for a spot in
the final elimination rounds. Professor
Unger remarked that “the tournament
gives the student practical experience
in a competitive sense.” He continued
by commenting that the major benefits for many of the students “is the
fact that by coming to an institute like
this one, it may be one of the very few
times they may have to meet and
compete with students from all over
the country.”
Instructor for the Summer sessions
come mainly from various college programs. “We have a balance of instruction,” remarked Unger, “with a number
of outstanding instructors who direct
forensics programs
at major high
schools across the country.”
Unger sees the major attraction of
the Georgetown program, from a faculty perspective, in “the degree to
which they can tailor their own programs as well as the quality of the
students themselves.”
The Philodemic Society at George-

town is ranked within the top 5 programs around the country, Assistant
Debate Coach Brad Ziff explained that
the Georgetown Debate program offers
“a multifaceted set of alternatives for
the students who come here to compete in forensics.
Ziff went on to describe the program as having “12 or 15 students who
compete for us regularly in competitive scholastic forensics and an additional 20 to 25 students who are
involved in a variety of other programs that we marshall.”
“What makes Georgetown almost
totally unique from any other program
in the country,” said Ziff, is the fact
that we don’t have a speech program.”
The Philodemic operates as a separate
co-curricular
entity
on
campus,
“whereas almost all the other programs
across the country are provided with
budgets for $20 to 25 thousand with a
slew of assistants and a variety of
other niceties that go along with the
program,” Ziff concluded.
Looking
towards
the
upcoming
academic year, Professor Unger told
of many students coming back to the
program. John Barrett was the second
most outstanding individual in the
Nation at the National tournament this
past year. He was a Junior at that time.
The individual who was number one
has already graduated so that I think
we probably have the finest individual
debater in the Nation on campus here.
Along with a number of other excellent
debaters,” continued Unger, “we could
expect a very great degree of success
this year.”

GEORGETOWN DINING SERVICE
Service of Quality
BOARD PROGRAMS
SUMMER SCHOOL BOARD
CASH CAFETERIA
FAST FOOD OPERATIONS
FACULTY DINING
CHUCK WAGON SERVICE

CAMPUS PATIO
CATERING:

Exceptional food and service for any occasion, call us, 625-4360

A SERVICE

OF

Marriott
corporation

Construction: “Full Steam Ahead”
“entusiastically endorsed it.”
“The Old North project

by Richard Mathias
HOYA

News Editor

of the

Old

be

North,

Nevils

in September, and that will bring it in

around February, so we will have some

sels missing, so they had to replace
those”, a process that required the
construction workers to remove the

area of facilities.”

:

The same report explains that “during

the

past

twelve

years

much

has

been accomplished on the Main Campus in facility planning (renovations
and construction).” The result of this
emphasis, according to the report, is
that “our facilities now complement
our academic programs.”
The projects now underway will present the University with a price tag

of approximately $15 million. Main
Campus Provost J. Donald Freeze
explained that “planning for the general renovation started along with the
planning of the Intercultural Center.”
As for the specific funding, Freeze
commented that “we got Federal
money,

both in grant and in loan, to

renovate” the various buildings. “We
got loans for 3 or 4 percent for 40

“they

found

seven

tres-

entire roof rather than a smaller section
previously planned.

that will hold 244 students.
“The apartments will be two and
three bedroom units, with a few single
unit studies,” Miller said (With a price
tag at approximately $7.2 million)
Miller hopes that the project will be

work areas for student organizations,
clubs and activities; a university thea-

“Utilities have been a problem over

The

Vice

trative

President

Services,

Mr.

for AdminisWilliam

Miller

explained that “Old North will become
strictly the Business School,” and that
“everyone else has moved out.”
When the renovation is complete,
Old North will contain three or four
classrooms and the regular offices for
the School of Business Administration
staff and other academic facilities for
the School.
According to Freeze, the Administration had to “find the School of
Business Administration a new home,

and

we

came

up with

the

idea

of

renovating Old North to house the
School. That proposal was given to
the faculty,” said Freeze, and they

tre,

ballroom

and

party

room;

panded food services facility; lounges,

Once completed, the re-modeled
Walsh areas will be used for classroom

rooms;

for

the

project

has

been

budgeted

a service

store

administrative offices.
Miller reported that

and

various

the

updated

Planning

is now

going

on

for

the

Funds for the construction of such

their proposal.
During the past weeks, officials of
Physical Plant have held meetings with
Jackson in which details of the actual
construction and price are being dis15

month

job,”

planning

of the

project.

“Of

the

The plans for the conversation of
the Canal Road entrance have been
made and the University is now await-

ing a public hearing process. “Now, at
the end of the Summer, I was hoping
to have

that all settled,” said Miller,

Waldheim, who in January completed a decade as the chief world

diplomat at the United Nations, will
head the Karl F. Landeggar Program
in International Diplomacy, which offers undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents an honors concentration in international business and public policy.

In his new full-time post at the university, Waldheim will conduct informal seminars and will lecture periodically while helping to guide University
programs in diplomacy, including the

Institute for the Study of Diplomacy.
Dean of the School of Foreign Service,

Dr.

that

“the

Peter

Krogh,

nature

and

practical knowledge

commented

depth

of the

he can

bring to

the full range of our educational pro-

gram is unique and invaluable.”
A graduate from the University of
Vienna as a Doctor of Jurisprudence
and of the Vienna Consular Academy,

Walheim joined the Austrian Diplomatic Service in 1945.
»

tion of over 1/3 of the book department
office space and various other space
allocation changes which were de-

“Physical

construction

began

last year,

Osterberg

“lines nevertheless may appear due to
the sudden rush of people next week.”

expressed

concern

that

regarding

the lines that may

spring

Although

the

bookstore

has

a

The Institute for World Environment and Resources, Inc. seeks global

perspective and understanding of large
scale resource, environmental and
population

problems

and

innovative

vironmental Quality, will begin his
duties when the Institute begins oper-

solutions for them. It has received an
initial $15 million, five-year grant from
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. When fully opera-

ation in October

1982. He will con-

tional in 1984, the Institute is expected

his teaching duties at GeorgeUniversity Law Center during

to have an annual budget of approxi-

the 1982-83 academic year.

are

of Foreign Service, has been awarded
the coveted Fr. Edward Bunn Journalism Award in the annual competition
between undergraduate student writers
from the HOYA and the Voice.
The award is offered each year
to the undergraduate who exhibits,
through published articles, excellence
in writing and have as such contributCONDOMINIUM FOXHALL AREA,
4570 MacArthur Boulevard, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20007. Sunny,
one bedroom apartment, end unit,
top floor, with lovely South-west
exposure, secure and well-kept
building on pretty tree lined street;
includes one reserved
parking
space, fantastic location, 5 minutes
walking distnace to Georgetown
University, on busline, convenient
to shopping, tennis, playground and
churches. Price: $66,500.00. Financing: assumable loan with low downpayment at below market rates. An
excellent investment! For further
information
please
call:
(301)
652-3260. No area code needed in

system, Miller informed the HOYA
that the studies are going on. “We are
getting funding for it as an energy
we will be hooking it into our energy
plant. Right now we are talking about
having a coal storage area in the garage somewhere, which would save us
a lot of money.”
Fr., Collins of the Office of Federal
Relations is “optimistic about raising
all the dough,” concluded Miller, “we
have already met with the Department

of Energy, if they last, and they think
it is a good idea. So we are in the early

Episcopal Church
Georgetown Parish
SUNDAY SERVICES
8:00 A.M. - Holy Communion
9:00 A.M. - Family Eucharist

9:45 A.M. - Christian Education

mately $4 million, the largest private

U.S. institution in the field of global

ed significantly
nalism.

to Georgetown

jour-

back

on

campus,

the

—=ALL

3240 “O” St., NW.

stages of development.”

WELCOME —Rev. Edward

the

and Choirmeister

A UNIVERSITY RATHSKELLER
IN GEORGETOWN

on Monday through Friday (30-2) and

Saturday from 9-5. The same hours
will also be in effect from September 7
through September 10.

environmental studies and policy appraisals.
Speth received his undergraduate
education at Yale and holds a B.Litt.
(economics) from Balliol College, Oxford, where he was a Rhodes Scholar.

Following graduation from Yale Law
School

in

1969,

he

clerked

for U.S.

Supreme Court Justice Hugo L. Black.
Prior to his being named chairman of
the Council on Environmental Quality
by President Carter in 1978, Speth had
served as a senior attorney for the
Natural Resources Defense Council.

place award

was Brian Throckmorton of the Voice.
Runners up in the competition were
Sarah Rosenson, Len Schoppa, Mike’
Ferrand, Bill Ferraro and Richard
Mathias of the HOYA, and Joe Middleton, Don Bruckner, Judd Allen and
Jeanette Farrell of the Voice.
D.C., nearby

MD

SERVICE:

Excellent, professional
service to share. Call

BLACK

BREAKFAST
LUNCH and
DINNER

Monday through Thursday
7 AM until 2 AM
Friday and Saturday til 3 AM

first place winner because of the excellence of her writing and the variety of
her features and commentary.”
Swisher

received

a

medal

SHEEP

“Like a phoenix we
own ashes” T.B.S.L.

and Throckmorton
plaque.

was

awarded

HOYA

ARE

BACK.
our

a
a

Open on Sunday!
Brunch 10 AM until 3 PM

Kitchen Open Late
Every Night
Everything from Pizza to
Prime Steak
1226 36th Street, N.W.

Classified

answering
Ms. Walsh

rise from

and

$200.00 prize for the first place finish,

$16.00.

393-2116.
THE

OPEN for

Wes Christensen, Director of Public

or VA.

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED. Begin
September 1, Day or Night, Parttime, to help organize nationwide
series of teach-ins on “Solutions to
the Nuclear Arms Race” scheduled
for November 11. Contact Joshua
Sarnoff at 296-5600
for more
information.

ANSWERING

EXCELLENT
FOOD for the
WHOLE FAMILY

Relations of the University, explained
second

L. Lee, Jr.

Rector
William Akers, Organist

bookstore

that “Ms. Swisher (was) chosen as the

Winning

:

Pre-School Grades 1-3, 4-6,
Teen Seminars, Adult Seminars
11:00 A.M. - Holy Communion/Morning Prayer

will have extended hours from 9 to 7

Hoya Staff Member Wins 1982 Bunn Award
Kara Swisher, features writer for
the HOYA; and a Junior in the School

St. John's

are

During the first week when students
Mrs. Ursula Osteberg, Director of
the Bookstore, commented that she
“hopes the students will be patient

Professor Named To Environmental Council

tinue
town

we

Summer School people,” he added.

new capacity of operating up to 8 cash

man of the President’s Council on En-

when

years as the UN Secretary General.

in late May,” Runser said, “and was

students and faculty,” Runser added.

D.C.—George-

really know

had made while a representative there.
He is currently writing memoirs of his

completed about a month ago. The
people who really suffered were the

up.”

WASHINGTON,

we

Austrian Example, which describes the
foreign policy of Austria, and The
Challenger of Peace, a collection of
various United Nations addresses he

registers, twice the amount

back

signed “to enhance our services to the

town Law Professor James Gustave
Speth has been named president of the
newly-created Institute for World Environment and Resources, Inc. in
Washington, D.C. Speth, former chair-

before

going to do it and how.”
As for the second phase, the development of the internal transportation

He is the author of two books, The ;

GU Bookstore Renovated, Extended Hours
The University Bookstore underwent
a facelift over the summer which,
according to textbook Director Ed
Runser, will “add approximately 60
linear feet of bookshelf area within the
store.”
The construction included elimina-

“It will be the latter part of September

conservation garage,” said Miller, “and

Waldheim Appointed To SES Professorship
The former Secretary-General of the

by Chris Callsen—The HOYA

2

million we have (for the project),” said
Miller, “about $600,000 is for construction.”
:
;

Hoya News Briefs

United Nations Hon. Kurt Waldheim
has been appointed by Georgetown
University as Distinguished Professor
of Diplomacy and Counselor to the
Landeggar Program at the School of
Foreign Service.

Left:

Additions to the oldest building on campus, Old North, will
result in the new home for the
Business School.

turn” as opposed to the two way that
exists now.
\
an underground complex have been
obtained, as well as money for the

a

by Chris Callsen
— The HOYA

development of an underground parking facility to be located in the South
parking lot outside of the McDonough
gym.
Miller commented that “Fr. Collins
and Fr. George have obtained the
funding for the South entrance on
Canal Road to be made into a 4 way

Miller told the HOYA that the Uni-

is

ect will provide 244 student
housing opportunities

report will be presented to the Building

versity “has a contractor,” for Village
B, and that negotiations are still going
on about a price. The particular company, C.W. Jackson Inc., is “about
where we estimated” said Miller, in

B

The Nevils renovation proj-

study areas and common space areas:
a faculty dining room; conference.

Review Committee this Fall.

FUTURE PLANS

cussed.
“Village

Above:

ex-

in Walsh,” commented Miller, “we are
renovating the roof there and working
on the utility services.”

space, and as with other projects on
campus, the estimated $500,000 needed

i

According to the committee’s study,

completed around August of 1983, in

In addition to the current renovations, the University is making plans
for the construction of another student
housing project to be located on the
Southeast corner of 37th and O, as
well as a student center and an altered
south parking lot outside of the McDonough Gym.

concluded
:

Their initial report was completed in
October of 1981 and outlined the various ideas for the content of the Center
as well as a financial plan which
predicted a price of $16.5 million.

time for Dean Stott to use the facility
for Summer housing.

Center

impossible,”

ter began last year when Dean Scott
formed a study group called the University Center Planning Committee to

the Student Center would be a three
level facility with a targeted completion
date of 1985. The multi-million dollar
complex would provide offices and

through fundraising and various other
mechanisms.

have been
Freeze.

extra time to clean things up,” Miller
predicted.
The planning for a University cen-

investigate and draft a feasibility study.

Work in Nevils will begin with the
gutting of nearly the entire building, to
clear the way to build apartment units

years which is almost a gift,” remarked
the Provost. Without the Federal government’s help, both the Intercultural

and a lot of projects would

Stott

pletion date to be moved up 6 months.
“When they took the roof out,” said

According to a “Five Year Plan” for
the University, administration officials
“have been involved in a major effort
to improve the environment on the

in the

Dean

Miller. A problem that developed while

Miller,

Campus... particularly

and

dismantling the roof caused the com-

and Walsh buildings.

Main

Miller,

“wanted it in May 1984 so he can use it
‘for Summer Housing.”
“I'm hopeful we will break ground

finished next Summer, June 1983,” said

Major construction projects started
in early summer on the Georgetown
Main Campus will concentrate on the
renovation

commented

will

625-4554

965-1789

.
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1982 Graduation Calm
continued from page 1

showering of champaign bottles at the

commencement ceremony, most people kept a close watch on how the
graduates of the class of 1982 con-

Burns, S.J., intercultural historian;
Atlanta Public School Superintendent

the citation which described the Commencement Speaker. “Followed by
growing numbers of young women and

Alonzo A. Crim; Carolyn Kahle Davis,

eventually some men, Mother Theresa

University Provost Fr. Donald Freeze

has brought

told

Nurse and Administrator of the Health
Care Financing Administration of the
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services; French Ambassador to the
United States Francois De Laboulaye;
James Aloysium Hickey, Catholic
Archbishop of Washington; Rev. José
M. Izquierdo, S.J., Assistant Principal
of the Belen Jesuit Preparatory School;
and Choate Rosemary Hall's Dean,
baseball coach and English teacher,
Thomas A. Yankus.
At the ceremony, Father Healy read

Carroll Memorial
Statute Repaired

In light of last year’s proposed graduation separation plan, due to the

the destitute and dying

from the streets to tend them, gathered
abandoned children to reintegrate
them into society, welcomed lepers to
havens of healing and hope, and become a living symbol of faith and
courage among the forgotten and de-

spised,” Healy said. “Under her leadership some 2,000 sisters, aided by
brothers, contemplatives and co-workers, extend this work in 41 countries in
over 200 foundations, two of them in
this city.”

ducted
the

themselves
HOYA

during
that

he

the

Constructive

event.

“wanted

taken

themselves

would

reconsidering

efforts were
summer

to

undercorrect

Charles Meng, Assistant to the President, explained that the statue had
some minor problems in terms of the

know

what I was saying, but the parents
wouldn't.” Overall, Fr. Freeze was “very
‘deeply moved that it was so beautiful.”
Commenting on the possibility of the
administration

the

minor sealing problems in the John
Carroll statue that sits in the Center of
Healy Circle.

to

thank the whole student body at the
end of the ceremony in a veiled way so
the students

over

seals used to keep rain and snow from
falling inside the bronze figure of Fr.
John Carroll, the founder of George-

a sepa-

town University.

rated graduation for the upcoming
commencement next spring, Freeze
concluded that “there is no hesitation

From all indications, the statue had
begun to deteriorate in several locations and renovation efforts, which
started early this summer, were initiated in order to prevent further
damage to the memorial statue.

for next year, we’ll go on.”

Clifford Chieffo, Director of the University Collection, was the overseer of
the project which was funded through
public contributions.
John Carroll founded Georgetown
University in the Jesuit tradition, seek-

ing large endowment growth to free
the

new

institution

from

tuition

de-

pendence. Carroll was convinced that
his program of education deserved
Summer repairs on the John Carroll statute give GU’s founder a brighter
finish.

Freshman—

As a freshman in college, you
are looking ahead to a good first year.
Your iirte goal is getting that college
0 lke that d
more
meani
, you should increase your
opis om the beginning.
gd you can do that through

continued from page 2

the last two years in Army ROTC.
Em

Send me more information on Army ROTC.

&
=
®

most

other graduates.

You can be

ing curriculum in the first two ears.
And there's no
a Youll eam
$100 a month for 10 months each of
Georgetown

cian in secondary school, you will find
many companions in your freshman
class. Politicians and journalists should
and 67 former Newspaper Editors in
Chief.
Participation in extracurricular ac-

print)

City/State/Zip
Telephone

DateofBinthe ooo

pera
—

& Location

Sa

hua

low

|
|

20007

ARMY ROTC |

“public encouragement,” and
every effort to gather funds.

made

requested consideration for financial
aid when applying to Georgetown. The
University was able to identify suffiThey rank in the top 9% of their
cient resources to meet the established
respective high school classes, 68%
need of all students who were adhaving attained the number one spot.
mitted.”
On SATs they averaged 621 Verbal
To maintain the variety in the class
and 637 Math. Over 40% will have
taken advanced placement tests in one
and diversity in the applicant pool, the
university is working to increase funds
or more subjects according to data
released by Admissions Director : available for financial aid. “As costs
continue to escalate,” continued DeaCharles Deacon.
, “this characteristic of the class
According to a newletter received
by parents from the Admissions office,
comes into jeopardy. It is the hope of
the University to continue to meet the
Deacon explained that “more than 50
need in the years ahead, and vigorous
percent of the enrolling freshman class
fundraising efforts have been undertaken to increase significantly the
amount of endowment for financial
tivities has not hindered academic success for the entering freshman class.

PROTESTANT

__4__ CAMPUS MINISTRY

College Planning to Attend

August 29, 1982
Sunday Worship
10:30 a.m. — Saint William Chapel

University

Washington, DC
202-625-4087

¥

(pledse

Street/No

CLIP AND MALL To:

of this excit-

If you were a community volunteer,
a debater, a band or orchestra musi-

not feel left out, since there are 79
former School Government Presidents’

iz.

Ary BPs ROTC offers practical
leadership with on-hand adventure
training. You'll get management
experience, which aids in developing
men and women to shoulder greater
responsibilities at an earlier age than

by Chris Callsen— University Photo

September 2, 1982

Reception for Students and
Local Protestant Clergy
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. — Copley Formal Lounge
Rev. Bruce G. Epperly, PhD.

Tel: 625-6599 or 625-3022

Rev. Katherine Gould Epperly, D.-Min.

101 Loyola

aid,” he concluded.

HELP WANTED

PASTE-UP
TYPING
Part time—graphic arts. Close
to campus. Exp. pref.; if typist,
65+ wpm. Excel. oppty. for
career-related experience.

Call Graftec Corp., 337-1555

Protestant Chaplains

GEORGETOWN
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STORE HOURS
BOOK RUSH

Monday, Aug. 30 through Friday, Sept. 2
Saturday, Sept. 4
Sunday, Sept. 5

Monday, Sept. 6
Tuesday, Sept. 7 through Friday, Sept. 10
Saturday, Sept. 11

9am.-7 pm.
9am.-5 pm.
Closed
Closed
9am.-7 pm.
10 am. - 2 p.m.

The fall refund policy is in effect.

Inquire within.
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The Disappearing Act of Ronald Reagan
Where is Ronald Reagan? Well, most
conservatives feel that he certainly is
NOT in the White House. The most
conservative President in over 50 years

who campaigned not too long ago for
the biggest tax cut in history has turned
his back on the constituency which
elected him by signing into law the
largest tax INCREASE in history.
The Republican Conservative squable was ignited by a dramatic “doghouse” bust of Rep. Jack Kemp by the
President early last month. Jack Kemp
was one of the authors of the President’s supply-side Program for Economic Recovery which passed Congress last year. The New York Repre-

Even if one looks beyond the company of Baker & Darman, to the corridors of the economic think tanks and

only bad economics, but bad politics

libraries, no evidence of that conclusion can be isolated. In fact, President

to extol the virtues of conservative
spending cuts and lower taxes than it

Carter followed this policy during the
last futile administration. He decided

will be for them

to raise taxes by over 300 billion only

raised taxes again.
What has happened to the Ronald
Reagan, who, in April told us that
“you do not raise taxes during a recession?” What has happened to the
Ronald Reagan who last December
insisted that taxation amounted to no
more than “robbing the People?” Ap-

The recent deficits now experienced
by this administration have come pri-

marily from continued fiscal irresponsibility and general economic decline.
One major cause of that economic

long since felt that the way to reduce

forces them to pay more cash so Tip

government

O'Neill can play his favorite game of
Spend-Spend.
Republican Congressional leaders,
aided and abetted by the White House’
Machiavels, induced House and Sen-

spending was to strangle

it off with lower taxes. Reagan has
advocated tax cuts on the basis that
such legislation would free capital and
of invest-

cut

tion by insisting that doing so would
be the only way to pry future spending

provisions which fall in eight areas
designed to rake in over $228 billion in
additional taxes over the next five
fiscal years.
Over $11 billion will be collected

from changes in the individual income

to answer to their

wondering

why

they

government

spending

to

revive

American productivity and make the
Republicans the majority party.

ate Republicans to vote for the resolu-

contains massive revenue enhancement

it would-

masked intruder dominated by the
more liberal minds in the White House
like Baker and Darman.
In the Fall they will watch proudly
as the Republican army of legislative
hopefuls march upon the field carrying the game banner: “we raised your
taxes.” Perhaps one should call Jim
Baker and ask him how he sold the
President, the Republican Party and
the American taxpayer down the river
by pushing this tax idiocy through a
man who, just a year ago, mastered
Washington's only serious attempt to

Richard Mathias
The specific legislation, HIR 4961,

easier

parently conservatives’ fear has come
true, and the Ronald Reagan you now
see is not really Ronald Reagan, but a

Dare To Be Right

ment capital.

much

constituencies

cit.

sentative, along with most other conservatives, recognized that Reagan had

How

Program Director, Bart Edes (left) and General Manager Andrea Masucci (right) pose in the Modern Studio of
WROX 690-AM, located in Copley Basement.
by R. Mathias— The HOYA

Student Radio To Become “Focal Point”

cuts from those legislators who join
Tip frolicking in the game of SpendSpend. Now, after all the details have
been ironed out, it turns out that the

- continued from page 1

spending cuts amount to less than a
third of those promised while the tax

station

this year on the initial loan. Bart Edes

WHFS. We have an agreement with
them that we will broadcast,” said

said that they “were optimistic about

broadcasting

posal “sounded good, so we went with

progressive

FM

1987. Various business tax provisions

explosion widens daily.
What is most discouraging and poli-

them.”
Program Director Bart Edes report-

will net the government over $110
billion with various accelerated depre-

tically devestating is that members of
the Republican Party are becoming

ed that “construction was started in
June, with $55,000 (of the $60,000 loan)

semester, we will be broadcasting from
8:00 am to 2 or maybe even 3 in the

ciation provisions. $45 billion will be
generated from stricter enforcement

more willing to play a part in Democratic spending programs, and even

for the building and $5,000 went to
general start-up costs: telephones, al-

of internal

while out of power, the Democrats.
still manage to spend still more.

bums, stationery, ect.”

morning, live from the studio.”
As Program Director, Edes is also in
charge of rounding up capable on-the-

tax provisions

between

revenue

now

codes

and

and

FY

other

compliance regulations. Revised excise tax provisions will offer some $20
billion for the government coffers
which includes $5 billion from a doubling of the excise tax on cigarettes.

The support of this program by a
President, who, in 1980, captured the
confidence of the American public by
encouraging fiscal responsibility and a
smaller tax burden on the American

taxpayer,

is difficult to grasp.

Ever

since the inauguration, conservatives
have kept a close eye on the Reagan

Presidency and found, much to their
dismay,

that

much

of

the

decision-

making potential has fallen to Chief of
Staff Jim Baker and chief paper-work
controller Richard Darman. Senator
Robert Dole was the Congressional
mover who convinced them that interest rates will drop even if the federal
deficit is narrowed by. higher. taxes.
RRC

PE FRE

A

“We got very good response from
our student survey in the Spring,” said
Masucci. “It is expressly written in our

At stake in the President’s support

of this tax package

is not just the

charter that we do cater to the surveys,
and we feel that we have a pretty good

surface issue of economics, but larger

and program hosts. “Any student who
comes to us and wants to get involved
will get involved,” said Edes, “although

raising that kind of figure.”
Andrea Masucci remarked that the
station will take “ads from various
student groups and the DJ service will
try to open up to DJ parties,” in order
to highlight and help develop some of
the personalities on the station.
The station officials encourage
Georgetown students to get involved
in the station and its activities. The
request line for the direct studio is

Edes, “and

as we move

along in the

air help in the form of selecting DJ's

that person may not necessarily walk

625-6464.

right up and begin broadcasting a show.
First of all,” he continued, “the com-

The President was faced with two

knowledge” of student opinion.
Among the musical groups named
most by students are the Rolling

options: either raising taxes to reduce
the deficits, or live with the deficits for
the next few years and blame them on

Stones, Beatles, Earth, Wind, and Fire,
the Clash, Diana Ross, MoTown and
Springstein.

very

the Democrats. From the standpoint
of the American taxpayer, the President made the worst possible choice.
In fact, the only element of society to
benefit from the Reagan turn-about
will be the Democrats.

Specific programming obligations
have not yet been made, but Bart Edes
commented that “there will be something on the air 24 hours a day.” In the
beginning, WROX will start broadcasting around 8:00 in the morning
and go through 10 or 12 at night, with,

An important element of the station’s
success will necessarily come from
their fundraising efforts. Masucci told

Masucci commented about the administration’s involvement in the radio
positively stating that “Student Affairs
handled the process. They were very
helpful. Dean Schuerman, Dean Stott
and others were behind us 100%. They
even requested Gary Sallusolia, the
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs, to
be our direct project supervisor, so
they were very involved.”
Bart Edes explained that “in midOctober the station will be releasing a

important to us,” Masucci continued,

programming guide for the 1st semes-

say, a 2 hour break in the afternoon.

“but we are certainly going to do our

When the broadcasts are not being
made directly from the studio, Edes

best effort.”

ter, and in that schedule you will have
the time that you can tune in for a

As for specific revenue figures, the

specific type of music.” He concluded

explained

station will have to pay back $15,000

that such a guide will be “most impor-

implications exist on the political turf
where many Republican law makers
will be scrimmaging for survival.

For Reagan, it would have been
politically expedient to continue down

the path he himself so carefully carved
:in;1980 by rapping the Democrats for
the huge deficits. Raising taxes is not
EIA

Dr Fy

ON J

Page 5

have been for Republican candidates

to find that after he left office interest
rates had jumped and so had the defi-

decline is the burdensome taxation,
now made larger, that continues to
weigh down productive Americans and

facilitate the enhancement

as well.

The HOYA,

that

“WROX

will

be

re-

petition

for such

great,

a position

also,

certain

will be

rules

have

been established for the training period
and there may be a waiting period.”

the HOYA that they are “studying
ways of collecting revenues from ads.”
the area of revenue

“is not the most

tant for the weekends, when the station will be doing very different programming.”
Looking towards the future operation of the station, Andrea explained
that she would like to see “a smooth
running, very popular item with the
students.”
“WROX will be a minor revolution
on this campus,” said Bart Edes. “The
way it will change student life and
offer chances to get involved, will
directly affect all the classes here at
Georgetown.”
“The main thing about the station,”
explained Station technician Peter Stapleton, © is that it will be part of the
student body as opposed to talking at
the student body— the station will provide a solid focal point.”
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THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
EDUCATIONAL TESTING
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»

LSAT
PREPARATION

COURSE

Allentown, PA
Atlanta, GA
Connecticut
lllinois
Long Island, NY
New Jersey

+ New York City

» Philadelphia, PA
«
«
»

Pittsburgh, PA
Virginia
Washington, DC
Westchester, NY

NCET OFFERS:
Extensive 40-hr. 4 week or 32-hr. “Weekender” courses ° Live lectures
«Simulated exam conditions - Special home-study materials - Tape library
Up-to-date course materials + Group & individual counseling

40-hr. course begins September 8;
The HOY A News Department

32-hr. “Weekender” begins September 11 & 18.

Hereby Solicits Your Presence

For a free brochure and an invitation to a free sample class covering the
LSAT exam and the Law School admission process call now or write: -

At a Reception in

rou ree (800) 223-2618

Copley Basement Office

The National Center for Educational Testing

on Monday, August 3

a

from 4-6 p.m.

9
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GUARANTEE: Score in the top 25% or
take the next course FREE.
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that’s two-semesters long.
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It's here. A care package that
doesn't leave a mess, is great for
your teeth and lasts for the whole
school year. It's a brand name
19” color TV from Rentacolor —
specially student priced at $5.29 a
week when you rent this month.

With Rentacolor’s low prices, you'll

still have plenty of “beer” money.

After a one-time $25 installation

$206.55 for a simple 9-month
lease). Split it with your roommate
and double your savings. There's
no down payment or security
deposit. Never a charge for in-dorm
service or repairs. And no option to
buy because after tuition, who has

an extra $500? So call Rentacolor.

And get the one| care package
that'll never go stale.

fee, our special two-semester rates
are just $5.29 a week

($22.95 a month or
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Editorials
TeBoys.
Since 1920

The Air—To Stay

After nearly five years of wandering, organizing, and reorganizing, Georgetown Radio
has come home. The efforts that began with
the demise of WGTB reach its all-too-delayed

gone. The station management has carefully
constructed an organization that is and hope-

fruition as WROX,

Sound”,

fully will always be accountable to its students.

debuts today at 690 on you AM dial. And while
the new voice of Georgetown may cut into our

Instead of forgetting the campus and looking

“The Georgetown

share of news reporting, we offer no ill tidings.

Instead the HOYA

salutes the latest addi-

tion to the campus media both for what it has
accomplished, and what it truly can become.
WGTB, the new station’s predecessor, was
more than a comedy of errors its last few years.
More like a tragedy of errors. 90.1 FM alienated
both students and administrators with its devilmay-care approach to how to run a station.
The hammer fell when President Timothy
sold the “one nation underground”-—lock,
stock,

and

2500

records

short of a barrel —to

the University of D.C. It seemed that a radio
station at GU in the future, even if it were to
become a reality, would live in the shadow of

its predecessor.

WROX

studios

stand where

stations dwelled,

the shadow

outward, WROX

the former

FM

of the past is

is centered around

the cam-

pus—and only the campus. (As an AM carrier,
it has no choice, since the station can only be

picked up through University electrical circuitry.) But the long hours over the summer
put in by station execs Andrea

Masucci,

Bart

Edes, and countless others has paid off. Today’s
broadcast is likely, in the words of programming manager Edes, to be “a revolution on

this campus.” Not a revolution seen in the
chaotic Georgetown radio of the 70’s, but a
revolution of ideas, of interests, and talents.

And with any new organization, things will
not always be kind to the deejays and engineers
of 690 the first few days. But through your

listenership and your support, the idea whose
time might never had come can stay and begin
to grow into a new Georgetown tradition.

Instead of bucking the system to get things

done, the new station has sought to work
within it. In doing so, it has completely
divorced itself from WGTB.

Though the new

AW

On

So, from your neighbors down the hall in
Copley basement, the HOYA extends congratulations and good luck to our friends and
associates at WROX. We'll keep our ears open.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
“Joe

Hoya.

The

College.

New

York, well, North Jersey actually.”
By the time
the ritual of
name, school,
second nature

the next week is over,
introducing yourself—
and hometown— will be
to you. Without intro-

ductions, though, we'd all spend four
years here trying to read names off of
other people’s dorm room doors.

So that you don’t have to read any
names off the doors in Healy basement,
I'd like to take some time to introduce

Short-Changed
One would have to live on a remote island
in the Pacific not to know that our very Hilltop
is the hottest property in collegiate athletics
"today. Our Hoyas, after climbing to within
one point of the national championship, are
again aiming for the top. The team has been
scheduled to meet the University of Virginia*
Dec. 11th, in what will undoubtedly be the
biggest college basketball game in over a decade. Maybe the biggest ever. The EwingSampson battle has prompted superstation
WTBS of Atlanta to pay each school a pretty

penny for exclusive TV rights. And between
the big payoff from the Final Four and the
bidding war for the Dec. 11 Quest for the Best,
a well deserved fortune is rolling into this
University’s coffers.
But we feel short-changed.
Seen the promotion for season tickets? Everyone knows that this will be the year to be at
Landover, and sellouts could be the rule. The
publicity has closed the doors on games at
McDonough Arena; an act regrettable but
understandable. And at first glance the irony
of the financially strapped student shelling out

you to Student Government; to tell
you what we've been doing, what we
hope to do, what you can help us with,

seemingly even more into McDonough’s war

chest at first may seem difficult to comprehend.
But those in the know say that prices really
haven't gone up at all. Last year’s combined
package was only one dollar less than today’s

price. They

calculate the cost as $3 for 14

games and $8 for Ralph Sampson and Co. Fair
enough, but a larger question surfaces.

- We students are always ‘the last to know of
the fine print items. And while you are “guaranteed” a seat on Dec. 11, that’s not necessarily

so. For since Georgetown has only 9,000 of the
Capital Centre seats as part of the agreement,
what happens to Season Ticketholder #9001?
Precisely what it sounds like. After the first
9,000,

the

other

season

ticket

buyers

have

a

fourteen instead of a fifteen game package.
That means there’s no room for your basketball
dollar in the Game of the Year.

So the HOYA suggests that students better
walk, no RUN to McDonough before that
anonymous fan in Arlington or Annapolis or
Anacostia buys your ticket. Because if you put
this one off till the late fall, you'll really be
short-changed.

Working Together
Last year, the HOYA

told the students, in our

first issue of the 1981 commencement frolics
which brought graduation as we knew it to the
point of disbandment. Now, with the 1982 Com-

mencement as history, we thought we’d pass
along some news.
Amidst the concern that one more bottle of
bubbly could put the cork on a unified graduation for good, the Class of 1982 took their
degrees without any noticeable disruption. The
graduates, who were thought to be ready to
turn the 1982 graduation into a melee, acted in
the best of decorum and courtesy to the University and to graduation speaker Mother Theresa
of Calcutta.
And while the classes of ’83, ’84, and ’85 can

are willing.
Throughout

the early part of last year, it

seemed that the split graduation plan was unavoidable. Student opinion was running heavily against such a move, and faculty sentiments
were mixed. In the early spring, the efforts of a

number of seniors and the Provost's office help
give the unified graduation one more chance
with the Class of ’82. And by all accounts, their
efforts proved

to be a success—not

only for

them, but for those to come.

Keeping the lines of communication open is
an important part of any University. Perhaps a
little more communication could have prevented the issue from proliferating as it did.
But with continued

discussion and communi-

rest a little easier on the future of their cere-

cation, the privilege of every undergraduate

monies, the 1982 Commencement Exercises show

to receive his B.S. or B.A. amidst the tradition
of a Healy lawn ceremony can be insured for

a very important lesson: that students and administrators can work together when both sides

many years to come.

Next Issue Sept. 10

a
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sity officials about establishing the
credit union. Their outlook is optimistic.
Another area of focus this coming

outstanding job in providing the Senate with direction and ideas. As Pres-

semester will be the question of Uni-

other six days of the week he devotes

versity Construction. The addition of
the Inter-Cultural Center and the renovation of Old North will add over

to additional responsibilities and SG
concerns. He can be found in the SG

$1000 to your tuition over your four
years here. To ask the questiosn which
‘need to be asked about future building

plans, we've formed an SG Task Force
on University Construction, which will
be looking into plans for new buildings

and most importantly, who we are.

on campus. Membership on the Task
Force is still open, and I hope you will

After this year’s Student Government took office last March, its first

get involved.
A third area we intend to work on

goal was to appoint qualified students
to University Committees. Most important changes in the University must
be approved by these committees before they can take place. They cover a

wide range of topics: from the food
you eat to the student newspapers you
read.
If you're interested, for example, in
general issues affecting student life,
attend a meeting of the Student Life
Committee. Last year, this group of
students, faculty and administrators
spent many hours debating (in one
instance) the question of a supervisory
board for student publications. Students played an important part in that

discussion. If you attend one of their
meetings this year, you'll meet George
Maxion, the President Pro-Tempore
of our Student Senate and one of the

Committee’s dedicated student members who led the successful opposition

this fall is one that brought many of
you to Georgetown

in the first place.

As many of you are anxious to find
your niche not only on campus but in
the nation’s capitol, the SG has been
working to help you get your foot in
the door. The SG Internship Bureau,
headed by Kirk Nahra, has already
lined up positions with Senators and
Congressmen on Capitol Hill, and will
begin work soon on attempts to place
students in Washington’s business com-

munity.

To apply for an internship,

stop by the SG office in mid-September.
While most of the student members

of the University Committees discussed
above were appointed last spring, slots
open up on occasion and I strongly
suggest you apply when you see an advertisement announcing such an opening in the HOYA or the Voice. Furthermore, one committee of particular

to such a board. There are many other
students like George who play a similar
role in other parts of the decision

concern to dorm dwellers—the Food

making process at GU.
One of the most important committees students participate in is the Main
Campus Finance Committee (MCFC).
This group spends hours reviewing
budgets, juggling figures, and making
hard decisions in drafting a budget
plan for the University which is recommended to the Provost, Fr. Freeze.
Out of this process will come the
amount of your tuition bill for next
year, as well as the funding levels for
University programs like financial aid.
The MCFC has three student members, who have been working over the
summer with subcommittee members
as efforts get underway towards setting

If you are intersted in the Student
Senate, elections for the four freshman

a tuition figure for school year 83-84.
Student

Government

Vice

President

Len Schoppa, with seniors Ron Klain
and Steve Skonberg have been studying, discussing and calculating for the

past few months and are pleased about
the progress of their work.
Key to their success has been the
help of students involved in the bud-

geting at the subcommittee level; some
of these students have also been working this summer (like senior Joe Lyons
of

the

library

subcommittee)

Service Committee
— will be recruiting

at least five freshman members shortly.
members will be held in the third week
in October. The President of the Senate, Chris Tiano,

has been

doing

an

ident of the Senate, Chris chairs the
Sunday night Senate meetings; the

office during his posted hours, and
would be happy to talk to you about

the Senate or its projects.
There are a myriad of other possibilities which the SG offers to students:
future power-brokers

may

find inter-

est in our Legislative Action Coalition,
which under Steve Skonberg, has built
a proven track record of Capitol Hill

lobbying

on

issues like student

aid

cutbacks; Georgetown’s new sound,
WROX, will offer you a great opportunity to get involved in an organization from the start; the Student Entertainment Commission (SEC) organizes
dances, concerts, and movies; Senior

Week chairman Mark Newman will be
looking for plent of help as well in the
weeks to come.
There are more than 100 clubs at
GU, and I encourage you to attend the
upcoming
Student
Activities
Fair

where you can learn about what the
clubs are and

meet

their organizers.

Also on hand will be the hard working
woman who oversees all club activities;
Student Activities Commission chair
Patrice Alexander has been a driving

force

along

with

many

others

who

have been working to revitalize clubs
at Georgetown.
Which leaves one final person to be
introduced: “Monica Medina. The
College. Atlanta.”
Now that I've given you my vitals, I
hope you'll take the time to come by
the SG office any Friday afternoon
between 2 and 6 to introduce yourself
and ask any questions you may have
about Student Government, or call me

at 625-3027.
I look forward to meeting you.

The HOYA welcomes letters from our readers and
will make every effort to print as many as possible. Letters should not exceed 300 words and are subject to being
edited if they are longer. The HOY A reserves the right to
edit for style or clarity but every effort to maintain the
author’s intent will be made.

Each letter must be signed and include the person’s
name, school and year, address, and phone number. All
letters become the property of the HOYA. If desired, the
HOYA will withhold a name from publication, but no
unsigned letters will be printed.
Guest columns (Rostrums) explore a subject in depth,
and are not subject to the length constraints of letters.
Names will not be withheld from a Rostrum.
To

facilitate

inclusion

in Friday’s

HOYA,

letters

are

due in our office no later than the previous Monday at 6
p.m., and Rostrums no later than 9 p.m. the previous
Sunday.

while

others will begin to pitch-in this fall;
among them is Don Bruckner, who
has spent two years working on the
budget for all student clubs, including
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Viewpoint
Who’s Who Behind The Second Healy Hierarchy
And

of

the

that one

last year, he considered

the

ties at Georgetown. He has taken a
personal interest in the interior decora-

at

public

events

splitting up of commencement due to
what he termed, “an image no one

an undergraduate English course on
the poetry of Donne and Eliot. His
outspokenness on human rights issues

wants

the Holy Land to turmoil-ridden El
Salvador—have generated publicity
and alumni support.
Healy has stated publicly that he

views

himself

redeemer’

keeping

as neither

a ‘flaming

nor a ‘winnowing

flail.’ In

with this self-assessment he

generally leaves the day-to-day affairs
of the individual campuses up to their

respective vice presidents.
However, when the good Father feels
strongly about an issue, he can be
blunt and authoritarian. On the average, the President’s Office becomes

involved in one major controversy each
year. Four years ago it was Healy's
decision to donate the campus FM
radio station to the University of DC
as a good-will gesture to the city. In

be

upgrading classroom and dorm facili-.

In between administrative duties-and
fundraising he still finds time to teach

and his frequent trips abroad —from

of his priorities would

attached

tion of a villa in Florence, which the

University

to this university”,

acquired

from

a wealthy

Greg Kitsock/

affairs.

Prior to 1979, he served

as

confidence, Healy three years ago
raised Stott’s position from a mere

He assumed the title of VP for Administration and Facilities in one of the
periodic reshufflings which the Georgetown bureaucracy is prone to.

deanship

to a University

vice-presi-

dency.

Stott is a graduate of Georgetown’s

benefactress. The periodic trips to
sunny Italy which the job entails enable Freeze to maintain his image as a
jovial, jet-setting, bon vivant.

Freeze is popular among the student
body, and his 10:30 p.m. Sunday mass
is the most widely attended on campus.
The mass is known as the ‘Copley
Quckie’ or ‘Freeze’s Breeze’ because
he has everyone out by eleven.

The most powerful non-academic
administrator on the main campus is

A low-key, work-a-day functionary,

the soon-to-retire Miller totally lacks
the notoriety of his predecessor Dan
Altobello, who had one-way glass in-

duties

encompassed

office he presides over an empire that
includes utilities, construction, housekeeping and food and vending services.

Life, Off-Campus Housing and Student
Activities. Since then, athletics and

overseeing

who know all too well what Rienzo’s
priorities will be if the athletics budget
comes in for some drastic cuts.

But with the success of last year’s
basketball

his jurisdiction.

College of Arts and Sciences. His
hobbies include Shakespeare, jogging
and ornithology.
Room assignments, the hiring of
RA’s and RD’s and the setting of room
rates are the responsibilities of the

Residence

In a show

team,

the financial waters

Once you have memorized the prin-

Protective Services have been placed
under

is the

sailing.

originally

William Miller. From his second Healy

of excellence

for Rienzo should provide smoother

served with President Healy at Fordham University. When Healy took over
the reigns at Georgetown in 1976, he
handpicked his old associate to fill the
post of dean of student affairs.
Stott’s

pursuit

water are the minor and club sports,

An ascending star in the Georgetown
administration is William Stott, who

such,

The

ment’s budget by $190,000. Also in hot

“his daughter Carol is employed in
Accounts Payable, while his son Gary
holds down the fort in Investment/
Properties.

As

man also holds the title of assistant VP
for Student Affairs, a position requiring, essentially, that he be a loyal party
spokesman for higher-ups.
personal motto of Athletic Director
Francis X. Rienzo, who has consistently
fielded Division I teams in basketball,
track and administrative costs. Rienzo
was recently in hot water with his
superiors for overspending his depart-

stalled in the windows of the administrative VP's office to guarantee privacy.
Miller has decided to make his
tenure at Georgetown a family affair:

SPLITTING INFINITIVES
(referring to the proliferation of champagne in the air following that event.)
Healy’s usual strategy in moments
like these is to sit tight on his decision,
letting Georgetown’s public relations
office smooth over ruffled feathers
and obfuscate the issues.
Directly below Healy in the administrative pecking order are the heads of
the three campuses: Matthew McNulty,
chancellor of the Medical School; Dean
of the Law School David McCarthy;
and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs Fr. J. Donald Freeze, SJ.
Fr. Freeze is presently in the fourth
year of his reign over main campus

Miller served during the seventies as
for Planning and Physical Plant.

of

director of Residence Life—a position
recently assumed by veteran GU administrator William Schuerman. Schuer-

ciple players listed above, the next
step is to get to know your dean.
First on the list is Fr. Royden Davis,
SJ, dean of the College. Davis manages
to be remarkably accessible to his
public despite his responsibilities as

head of Georgetown’s largest undergraduate school. Come October, his
New South apartment is inundated
with calls from desperate students

Mitchell Wood

seeking N-grades, extensions on their

Welcome To The “Real” Washington, Freshmen . ..

Service

Remember moving to a new town,
when you had to make new friends,
get

used

to

a

new

house,

and

meet

different teachers? Unfortunately, arriving at college isn’t much different.
The endless lines, the unfamiliar
faces, and the alien surroundings that
one encounters during Orientation are
enough to send even the most adventurous scampering for Mom’s apron.
Yet an astonishing 87.3% of freshmen survive the ordeal of registration,
and of those, 72% survive their first
month. So the odds are with you—well,
most of you.
To start, a freshman needs to remember only three things: name,
school, and home state. This information alone enables a student to make it
through the first two ways of parties.
But the major hurdle is getting
acquainted with the new terrain. Now
conventional information on the best
hotels to stay at, the museums to visit,
and the nearest train station, and other

dreary facts are as close are your D.C.
tourist guide.
But what about the stuff you need to
know? With all due respect to Mr.
Fielding and Mr. Fodor, their sources
are woefully inadequate in providing
the low-down on the really important
details that make adjusting to Wash- .
ington a lot easier. If you want to
avoid embarrasment and want to enjoy
your visit, you must first learn the
untold secrets of Hoya Country.
Welcome to the real Washington:
the city behind the Mall and the
Capitol and beyond the Healy Gates:
e No, Healy Circle and Healy Basement were not named after our fearless
President, Fr. Timothy Healty. Rather,
the honor goes to Fr. Patrick Healy,

who was Georgetown’s President in
the 1870's.
e No, Assistant Dean Anne Sullivan
was not Helen Keller's teacher. Although some may consider her a mira' cle worker, she couldn’t possibly be
that old.
e There’s good and bad news for all
you new preppy conservatives. The

District

of Columbia

does

have

a

Republican Party. The bad news is
less than 10% of Washington's registered voters identify themselves as
Republicans.
e Months of nightly research has led
me to the conclusion that the closest
thing to a working-class bar that Wash-

ington offers is the Colonial Cafe, on
M Street in Northwest D.C. The service and terrific company make it a
“four-star dive.”
e No, there is no such dormitory as

“Old South.” There used to be an “Old
South,” but the University constructed

a building based on architectural plans
for a women’s minimum
security
prison. You guessed it—New South
Dorm! Still, I don’t know of any other
prison that has as good a view of the
Potomac.
e In other dormitory news, Loyola
Hall is what used to be the Georgetown
University Hospital. This accounts for
the unique “character” of the building—of which Loyola residents are
blessed with one of the very best
elevators (albeit antique) on campus.
® A local comedian characterizes the
Dupont Circle locale of Washington
as “lacking only three things: cheap
apartments, adequate parking spaces,
and heterosexuals.
e For you fast-food junkies, Georgetown is definitely a hardship post.

There’s

a McDonald’s

across

Key

Bridge in Rosslyn, a Roy Rogers’ on
Wisconsin in Georgetown, and a Little
Tavern on M Street. Roy Rogers’ is
owned by Marriott, and Little Tavern
is, well, best forgotten.
e Marriott’s cafeteria food is either
“good” or “bad” depending on the

day, with no inbetween

“palatable.”

Their more exotic dishes—quiche,
stuffed peppers, etc.—are often better
than the usual meat, potatoes, and
starch. Friday dinner, for some odd
reason, always seems good; but skip
Saturday and Sunday brunch.
e No, the Washington Times is not
to be confused with the New York
Times. Although it’s not a bad paper
(for the Moonies, that is) the Times is
no match for the Washington Post,
which is indispensible for any true

Washingtonian and which gives you
much more for your quarter.
e No,

you

cannot

catch

a train

at

Hoya Station; it’s the university's post
office. Sometimes it’s just as difficult
to get a letter from Hoya Station as it
would be to get a train.
e Politically active liberal and leftist
freshmen and freshwomen (all four of
you) will find a bonanza in buttons,
books, magazines and posters espousing various popular causes at Common

Concerns

bookstore

on Connecticut

Avenue.
e Someday, take time out from your

busy schedule to go to the noon Mass
¢ Dahlgren Chapel. It’s different, but
» ist worthwhile and enjoyable.
» My favorite D.C. hide-away is the
Cathedral

Church

of

St.

Matthews,

located just off Sixteenth St. and Connecticut Avenue.

The

cool, peaceful

quiet and beautiful artwork makes St.

Matthew's a welcome spot for reflection in contrast to the hustle of down-

campus

on

the best.

Ave.

near

Notes or GU’s Gospel Choir. For on-

George

Washington University. Passbooks of
ten tickets for ten dollars

able.

But

don’t

forget

are avail-

the

Student

Entertainment Commission’s weekend
movie series, either.
e Hardly a week in Washington goes
by without some protest march or

georgetown

university weekly

phone:

(202) 625-4554

cable:

HOYAPRESS

Dear Readers,
On behalf of the entire Board of Editors, I hope you are enjoying this first issue of the “new”
HOYA.
The long hours of preparation and work to bring this issue to you have not been in vain. On
these twelve pages we have brought to Georgetown the finest Orientation issue in years—and a
sign of things to come.
The HOYA is one of the top weeklies in the nation for one good reason: the people behind the
product. And as a student-run, student-operated paper, we need people like you to make the
HOYA

even

from Iraq which President Healy de-

e No, the bookstore does not always
look like a bank-panic from 1929. Yes,
the prices are always outrageous.
Never trust juniors, seniors, or grad
students.
There are many other trivial, but

Krogh is perennially rumored to be
a candidate for an ambassadorship in

entertainment,

clined to accept.

some

corner

Ronald

Smith,

We're selective, but if you can do the job, you've got it. That applies whether you are a first
semester freshman or a third year law student.
So if you'd like to be a part of the hottest news in Georgetown, come to the source. Stop by our

HOYA welcome party Monday, August 30th, from 4-6 p.m. at our Copley basement offices. A
cold beer and your first story are waiting.

K.

U.S. involvement in El Salvador, abor-

makes Georgetown such fun. And, to
top it off, it’s possible to get a great

HOYA

a

James

Alatis,

and

tion. . . . Usually on the Mall, and
always a source for free entertainment.
e Contrary to what New Yorkers

‘ask for more?
Welcome, Hoyas!

education at the same time. Who could

suffer, taxicabs in D.C. are plentiful,
clean, and terribly cheap. Two dollars
or less will get you almost anywhere in

Mitchell Wood is the
Editor of the HOYA.

Viewpoint

ness Administration, the School of
Languages and Linquistics, and the
School of Nursing, respectively.
Greg Kitsock is presently completing his doctorate study in liguistics
following his bachelor’s and master’s
degree study at Georgetown.

John P. McCarthy

Some Things Are Still Worth A Squat
Warning: Physicians have determined
that the use of sit-down toilet is dangerous to your health.

When this bold declaration appeared
on the outside of a pamphlet addressed
to my grandmother, a spry octogenarian, my curiousity, not to mention my
skepticism, was ignited. What would
these physicians have us do? I soon
learned that it was a case of sitting
versus squatting. The ideal posture for
defacation is the squatting position.
Indeed, “The vast majority of the
including

the wealthy

and

edu-

cans use one or more aids every day.
The adoption of the squatting attitude
would help remedy these social evils.
In 1904, R. L. Dezendorf patented
an “Improved Water Closet”, which
allows the body to be suspended over
the seat in a natural attitude, thereby
aiding the evacuation process. The
Natural Stool is a descendent of Dezendorf’s brainchild. As the pamphlet
says, “Natural Stool” consists of just
seven parts, ingeniously “locked” together. It’s assembled or disassembled
in seconds; weighs under five pounds;

and may be conveniently included in
your luggage to accompany you on
extended

trips!

Natural

Stool is the

the squatting elimination

perfect gift. No only does it offer relief

posture. Exclusively!” Well, I now find
it my duty to tell you a few words

and joy to people of all ages; it says:

and essential bathroom furniture, the
subject of this prophetic pamphlet,
and the hygenic device, I am convinced, no home should be without.

‘Go in Good Health!” The Natural
Stool is unconditionally guaranteed
and has a special introductory price of
$49.95; one can also get a free trial.
For those of you who are not quite
sold on the idea of a Natural Stool,

It would come as a surprise to the

read what Lance E. Dublin, confirmed

Greeks of 2000 BC, who built the first
sit-down toilet, and to Thomas Crap-

Natural Stool user, has to say: “I am
thirty, athletic, and have no bowel

per, who developed the first effective

problems. But after one month I won-

flushing water closet, that they were
doing a great disservice to humanity.
_ In the U.S. 50% of all adults over 40
suffer hemorrhoids. Constipation, “The
Great American Disease,” ranks second only to the common cold as a
cause of absence from work due to
illness. Two-and-a-half million Ameri-

der how I ever ‘went’ without it!” Just

think, you can throw a Natural Stool
party and turn your friends and neighbors on to “the best thing since sliced
bread.” Natural Stool is distributed by
Sound Natural Practices, a ‘going’
concern, P.O. Box 370, Milbrae, CA
94030. Its president, Jonas C. Harschel,

urgest the reader of the Natural Stool

pamphlet to “Try it! All you can lose is
your oldest bad habit!”
I would like to leave my readers
with three healthful hints to be observed with or without Natural Stool:
“1. Never postpone “nature’s call.” Frequent neglect to move the bowels may

blunt the defecation urge and finally
cause it to disappear entirely. 2. Never
use laxatives and enemas in excess..

They almost always cause constipation
and interfere with the normal rhythym
of vowel evacuation. 3. Include proper
fiber and cellulose content in your
diet. Substantial fecal mass is neces-

sary for adequate evaluation.”
To those who are offended, appalled,
or, for you females “grossed out,” I
could tell you to go stick your head in

a Natural Stool of shaving cream. But
I shall not. Gastroenterology is no
laughing matter; individuals who can-

not deal with the topic sincerely and
maturely are the object of my pity.
However, I will add, that those of you
who use this newspaper to line a

birdcage or a litter box, please teach
your parakeet or feline to squat.
Squatting—the only way to go!
Editor’s Note: With this issue, the
Tailgunner returns for another round
of biting sarcasm and intellectual stim. ulation. You've been warned . . .
John P. McCarthy (CAS 84) is a
regular contributor to View point.

PARENTS:
As your son or daughter begins college life, be sure to
keep up with all the news that affects their lives. And

there’s no better way to keep informed on the University
than through the HOY A. Subscribe today and get every
issue delivered to your home or office. Only $12.50 per
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John Reagan

world,

graduate schools, the School of Busi-

and city life that

Name
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Arab

in on, but it’s discovering these little

semester.

Sincerely,

the

secrets of campus

better.

If you can write, there's an editor waiting to talk to you in news, features, arts, and sports. And
for photographers, an entire campus awaits the eye of your camera. For those eager to get a head
start in the business world, an advertising and circulation program is ready for you.

of

rumor he perennially denies.

year, you could have marched against
Reaganomics, martial law in Poland,

about Natural Stool, a piece of fine
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in Libya, and soliciting a $50,000 grant

their

musical

still important details I could fill you

cated—use

university

$750,000 grant from the Qadaffi regime

rally. If you'd been in Washington last

ple,

washington, d.c. 20057

Georgetown as an associate professor,
accepting
but last year returning a

Elizabeth Hughes round out the deanships at Georgetown’s smaller under-

world’s population — over 4 billion peo-

georgetown

the dapper

versy by bringing Henry Kissenger to

are for the most part, friendly anyway.
e Don’t miss Georgetown’s Grace

e Your best bet for cheap, good
movies is the Circle Theatre, located

is Peter Krogh,

dean. Never one to avoid the glare of
publicity, Krogh has created contro-

the city. No tip is required, but drivers

town Washington just outside.

Pennsylvania

mid-terms and other favors.
Heading up the School of Foreign
ERE

the traditional liberal arts education.

mentioned
University.

VP
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speaker and a passionate defender of

assistant to the former Academic VP,
Fr. Aloysius Kelley, SJ.
In his first interview, Freeze stated

State

Editor-In-Chief
Send to: The HOYA, Box 938, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20057

A

year as University President.
Educated at Oxford, Healy is a gifted

1979 it was a presidential directive
stating that out of respect for nonChristians, the Trinity should not be

CE

Georgetown’s philosopher-king is Fr.

Timothy Healy, SJ, now in his seventh
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The following is a collection of helpful hints for incoming freshmen. It is a
“must read” for anyone interested in

PrEI
Sind

PO

SR

surviving his/her first year at GU.

1. Orientation Week is really “Disorientation Week”. After all, between
the parties, the workload, and the
food, things will never be the same
until commencement.
2. Make a concerted effort to meet
your roommate and all those on your
~ floor. It’s easier to make friends now

\»

A Freshman’s Survival Guide To Georgetown
who greet you “So, you've never seen
the inside of a Village A, eh?”
7.Make sure you attend all the
parties the first week.
8. Don’t expect to remember anyone’s name, though.
9.Re #8: Standard line when you
see Mr./Ms. Right for the first time:
tation Party.”
10. Learn GU’s Alphabet soup (CAS,

SBA, SLL, SES, GUNS, GUTS, GUPS,
GUST, GURA, GERMS, SG, SAC,
SEC, ICC, SLC, etc.) “ASAP”.
11. No one understands registration

any more than you do. They all pretend

term.

because they never knew it when they
were freshmen.

not a number.

But if you don’t carry

15. Re #14: If you're reading this in
a three hour line, it’s too late.
buildings on campus—even the one
you just missed your first class in.

31. If that package of cookies from
Mom is empty, chalk it up to either
bad luck or a hungry Hoya station
mailman.
32.1f all else fails, let that “W”

17. Pronunciation: Reiss isn’t “reese”,

(withdrawal) go on the transcript. Re-

Copley isn’t “cope-ly”, and the ICC is

member the alternative, the “F”.
33. And if you think “F” means “Fair”
or “Fine”, it does not!

16. It'll take time to know

all the

definitely not the “ick”.

“Remember me? We met at the Orien-

than the night before your first mid3. Don’t expect those Orientation
films to be slices of typical campus
life. Those same ten people on every
other slide are probably NSO Staffers
(about as atypical as they come).
4. You're a name at Georgetown,

“86 Hints For The Class of 86...”

12. Plan
Thursday

your

schedule

(“SBA”)

nights

carefully.

the

right

at the Pub

professor

is

your ID everywhere, you may not
even be that.
5. Get used to hearing questions

often hit and miss. One hint: Avoid
Professor “Staff”.
14. When telling someone “I'm off

asking your name and your school Any

to the Bookstore— back in a half hour”,

other questjons (i.e. “Is that a real tan
or one from a bottle?”) are irrelevant.
6. Coeds beware of upperclassmen

during the first week, understand why
that someone just fell of his chair
laughing— before it’s too late.

RESEARCH

18. Remember A’s don’t come as
easily in college as in high school. So

when you get that first C or D, learn

and 8:15 a.m. Friday classes are not
conducive to Harvard Law School
plans.
13. Finding

Pierce Reading room is meant
for individual study and if you
can do any there you'll be the
first.

directions
19. If a
about the
are they
need.

to the Pub.
librarian begins to tell you
“resources” in D.C., chances
don’t have the book you

20. Pierce Reading Room

is meant

for individual study and if you can do
any there you'll be the first.
21. If you are into Pavarotti instead
of the Police, that’s fine. Just don’t use
your 75 watt stereo to let the rest of us
know.
22. Avoid food at Marriott you cannot readily identify.

23. You don’t have to attend all of
your classes. Just have plenty of nickels for photocopying and pray for in-

PAPERS

stant learning.
24. Add-Drop is a mixed bag. Avoid
adding courses that have a test the day
you arrive.

25. Get your basketball tickets be-

10,278 on file — all subjects
Send

fore some scalper is peddling you used
Bullets tickets with “Hoyas-Cavaliers”

$1.00 (refundable) for your up-to-date,
340 page, mail order catalog.

scribbled on them.
26. Don’t ask “Is that thing still being
built, or what?” to a nervous tourguide
walking past Village A with prospective students.
27. The “Ark” and the “Dove” are
historic cannons in front of Healy, not
cast-iron trash receptacles.

We also provide research - all fields.
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

8

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Ave., #206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227

28. Do not attempt to drain a beer

34. Use

the

facilities

at

Yates—

you're paying for them.

35. When

you complain

about the

extreme heat inside Yates, look on the
bright side— this could be July.

36. Since it was proven in 1492 that

of fruit drink and hard liquor. Relax,

typesetter fixed that, so now

the

proven.
49. Fire extinguisher fights are im-

no #68. Or #69.
70. 1f you are the daring kind, try
stealing the hands from the Healy

mature

shaving

clock. Three hints: 1) Don’t look down

cream shoots straighter and is harder
to remove.
50. Whoever said “The best things
in life are free” didn’t go here.
51.If you don’t subscribe to the
Post, be prepared to swipe your neighbor’s often, read it, and put it back—
before he wakes up.
52. Buy an umbrella. The only thing

2) Don’t fall, and 3) Don’t get caught.
71. If that is too easy, how about the

fruit punch

worse

and

than

story

illegal.

a

has

yet

Besides,

wet

student

to be

is

that

the earth is round, venturing past M
and Wisconsin will not cause you to
fall off the earth.

drenched term paper under his arm.
53. Go to a Student Senate meeting.

37. Don’t believe anyone who tells
you Little Tavern is the name of a
Georgetown fern bar.

54. If you try cashing a check at
Riggs quickly, well, see #s 14-15.
55. The odds of the 24 hour Teller
machine being “Out of Service” is
directly proportional to how badly you

38. Visit 1789 at least once in your
four years here. And be sure to go
with your parents so someone can

handle the bill.
39. When on M Street after 2 a.m.,
avoid any staggering Marines in search
of a human sacrifice.

40. Learn the Metro system before
your Silver Spring subway deposits
you in Anacostia.
41. When at a party, don’t admit
you've never played “Quarters”. You
will learn all too quickly.

42. Truth or Consequences:

You can’t beat the free entertainment.

need the money.
56. There are

two

newpapers

on

campus, the HOYA and the Voice.
Contrary to popular belief, the Voice
is not leftover copies of Friday's HOY A
and folded in half to look different on
Tuesdays.
57. Beware of Voice cover stories,

like next week's expose: “John Carroll
—Man

or Myth?”

58. Don’t go overboard

in the ar-

Never

cade. Video games have been noted to

advertise a ten keg bash when you
have only four... men have died for
lesser crimes.

wallow entire fortunes of unwary stunts.
59. Hard liquor is available in D.C.
only to those over 21. That law is

43. Cheap Date: SEC movies at the
Med Center. Good flick for a good
price, and you only have to yell “Focus!” about five times.

44. Really Cheap Date: The baseball
field dugout. Tell her it’s an evening
for star-gazing.
45. Learn the words “security deposit” before that shopping cart ends up
through that glass window.

46. Know

the hours of GU’s junk-

food heaven, Vital Vittles, Twinkies
and Tab at 1 a.m. is a life saver during
an all nighter.

occasionally enforced.

60. Don’t forget your laundry. There
is no hell like a month of dirty clothes
and one working washer on a Saturday
afternoon with ten people in front of

you.
61. If your idea of humor is to send
your roommate’s clothes to the Salva-

tion Army and told him you thought he
transferred, make
bigger than he is.

sure

you're

much

flag that flies over the White House?

The same three hints apply.
72. If you are confronted by a GUPS
(security) officer, don’t try making
friends by asking why

they're named

after aquarium fish.
73. Be kind to professor. The pen,
they say, is mightier than the sword.
74. The Potomac is not a swimming
pool in the summer or an ice rink in
wintertime. For testimonials, check the
river bottom.

75. If you're going to row, don’t try
studying until 2 a.m. The dawn is a
rude awakening to tired oarsmen.

76. Sign up for intramurals. It’s fun,
it’s healthy, and it’s a great excuse to
skip Marriott and get a pizza at the
Pub.

77.1f you plan to make opening
night at the Pub, arrive many, many
hours in advance.

Whoever said “The best things
in life are free” didn’t go here.
78. Don’t

annoy

pre-meds

29. Study well, but never overdo it

look out for their “Delta Punch”.

cure for the right cross of angry chem
student.
:
79. Go to a lecture in Gaston hall.
Who knows, the famous speaker might
say something new for a change.
80. If someone uses the phrase “lowering tuition”, there is an 80% chance
he or she is running for Student Goy-

ernment.
81. Any administrator who tells you
“Building X will be done by 19xx”
should be handled with care. Add two

It’s

and get sick.

more like a “Delta Right Hook to the

"30. Re #29: If you do get sick, avoid

Floor”.

48. The Punch is rumored to consist

62. There is no conclusive link between cabbies in D.C. and the English

years to whatever he says and double
the cost.

language.

63. The Med Library is NO place to
make noise. Those people know how
to use a knife. (And they will. ...)

64. Toothbrushes are for your teeth,
not your typewriter; that is, unless it’s
your roommate's toothbrush.

65. If you return to your room and
find your roommate and his girlfriend
doing more than Philosophy, take a

hint. ... rush in and disturb the both
of them!
66. Re #65: Again, avoid Student
Health.
67. Learn the bus schedule,
hope it’s there when you are.

then

68. There is no #68.
69. Actually, there was no #46 in
the manuscript, but the very clever

The Revlon Flex Rampage-Rall

the

82. If you don’t know which way to
Capital Centre is, don’t worry.

Neither do the bus drivers.

83. There are no guidelines on archecture at GU, but you already know
that.

84. It’s OK to write home often. Just
omit the real part of college life and
mention “intellectual” stimulation instead.
85. Don’t cook food in your room.
You'll not only risk a fine, but you
may end up feeding your whole hungry
floor.

86. And finally, if you think a “Hoya”
is a small South American marsupial
found on the Falkland Islands during
tourist season, well, you've missed the

boat....

ie

GEORGETOWN

$750,000 in prizes!

Now Flex...the fabulous Instant
Conditioner and Shampoo...invites you
to be a big wheel on campus! Enterthe
Flex-Rampage Rally Sweepstakes! it's
easy..and youmay wina1983 Rampage
Sport, Dodge's personal size pickup.

Mitsubishi
AM-FM
Car Stereos and
Philips Car
Speakers

the wheel of your own Rampage. Or
win one of hundreds of other prizes.
Go to your participating Flex retailer
and pick up an entry blank. Just fill it
out and take it to your participating
Dodge dealer.
cash, a new Rampage on loan to drive

and Conditioner.

ab dames cao

WELCOME BACK HOYAS!
COME IN AND SEE OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF
ATHLETIC SHOES AND
EXCITING NIKE APPAREL

50

The rally is a Sports Car Club of America
Solo Ii Skill Rally. If you win you'll be at

to the Flex-Rampage Rally in your area
and a year's supply of Flex Shampoo

100

WITH THIS COUPON

REVION

Purchase with any NIKE

implement Sets

for Men and
Women

REVLON

is at LE

a

RAI REP

TS

Shoes and receive a pair of
NIKE SOLES FREE

See your participating Flex Retail outlets for official rules and details.
No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Licensed drivers only.
Sweepstakes expires September 18, 1982.
© 1982 Revlon inc.
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their tests. . . science has not found a

47. At a party at Delta Phi Epsilon,

truck by yourself. Get a friend.

Student Health.
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Features
Students Serving Students

The Corp, Cate, And The Pub: A Student-Run Success Story..
do a good job.” Teuber

admits, “Sure, we have a captive audience, but we're cheap and have a lot

of variety. We give the best deal we
can give, try to look for the most
interesting foods, take student suggestions, and give them what they want.”
To Teuber, “We're basically serving
our friends, and you don’t give bad
service to friends.” Teuber feels the
most important element of the Corp is
their motto of “Students Serving Students”, and being student-run and operated. “On a campus that does any-

never ocurred to you. How many times
a day do you run into Healy Basement’s Vital Vittles to grab a 30¢ coke
and a candy bar between classes? How
many steak and cheese sandwiches,
aquilinos, and donuts have you or-

thing but cater to students, the Corp is

dered from the Center Cafe? Browsing

answerable to the students,” he says.

Nancy Kurilla, Corp personnel man-

through Saxa Sundries’ record collection has always been a great way to kill
time. And I doubt one can imagine life
at this University without at least one

ager, continues to stress the importance of students serving students. She
says, “It rests on the people, on being
accessible. The Corp is.” With her
optimism, Kurilla also noted problems
with the University, and with the Corp
itself. She feels the University “treats

visit to GU’s Center Pub. These are
four services that over the years at
Georgetown have become an integral
part of campus life. Vital Vittles and

Saxa Sundries, both subsidiaries of the

us like a non-entity sometimes.

Students of Georgetown, Inc. (the
Corp) is a completely student-run organization employing over 100 students and generating business of over
1.3 million dollars a year. The Center

provide a needed service, and we are

denied some
sity.”
Corp
ance)
sors

Cafe and the Pub are under the direc-

perspectives,

and

different

VITAL VITTLES
Perhaps more than any other service, Vital Vittles is the most popular
student-run operation. Started as a
food cooperative in the early 1970's

that work there.
Claire Panke, a Vittles cashier, sees
the image of the store as “a family. I
care about the Corp.” The stereotype
of Vittles? “Definitely, a family,” says
Teuber, “but a fun one.”

events, the Corp expanded from selling mostly Cokes and chips in New
South to the small but thriving grocery
store it now is. The Vital Vittles
offerings range from basic fast foods
vegetables,

and

like to see the
as lacking guidbusiness profesUniversity that

Corp, Kurilla sees the need for the
Corp to “sit back, slow down, and
rethink ourselves. The Corp has been
growing non-stop since it started, and
we need to stop, and organize.” Kurilla
likes the Corp’s flexibility, but says it is
hard with student management to exercise authority over the other students

ideas about their role to the students.

to meats,

benefits of the Univer-

Kurilla would
(which she sees
being helped by
or others at the

could lend their expertise. Within the

tion of the University Center, but for
the most part are managed and maintained by the students working there.
All four services seem to have a different image of themselves and from

student’s

We

SAXA SUNDRIES
In its third year of operation, Saxa’s
still has the image as the junior partner
of the Corp. Located in Copley basement, Saxa’s provides items ranging
from albums to health and beauty aids

a variety of

frozen goods. Although small in size,
the Corp does over a million dollars in
sales—with “Vittles” leading the way.

the calmest part of the Corp.” Koch
caters to a majority of the students,
but frequently caters to'the requests of
the students. “We don’t do what we
want, we listen to students,” she says,
“please ask...”
Koch shares the feeling that the University does not recognize the Corp.
“They like the Corp, and what we're

MOLSONS

(Canada)

11.98

RED WHITE & BLUE
(Newark)

soo

BUDWEISER

9.99

(Columbus)

a regular dinner from 5-7 PM, the Cafe

serves over 150 people hot and cold
sandwiches. And fast.

Cafe worker Jim King thinks “Con-

11.98

working

hard.

The Cafe,

staff

and

and

nepotism,

friends

only,

including

Ziobro

feels

Enjoy the excitement of journalism
and participation in a student pub-

lication. The skills you employ today
could promote your career tomorrow, and make your college experience that much more fulfilling.

An endless array of textile wallhangings, a most affordable
solution to bare walls.
© Georgetown @ Hechinger Mall, NE

GEORGETOWN

asess00 PRINTWORKS

Cream and Frozen Fries

OPENS MONDAY, AUGUST 30th
LOCATD IN HEALY BASEMENT

SAXA SUNDRIES

LOW PRICED ALBUMS

3.09

Soave

PONTE

2.99
(reg. 4.69)

As well as tapes, notebooks,

detergents, film and

film developing, health and beauty aids, and Pepsi.

OPENS MONDAY, AUGUST 30th
Located in Copley Basement near the
Intercultural Center

Verduzzo
Merlot

3.99

GIN 8

77°

1.75 Liter - Reg. 8.99

1.75 Liter - Reg. 9.49

WITH THIS COUPON

ONLY!
VALUES to $3.59

INCLUDES:
Lettuce, Tomatoes, choice
of 4 cheeses, on Rye, Pumpernickel,
Soft Roll, or French Bread

10-7

With a reputation for hiring friends,

As well as a full line of grocery products including
your favorite munchies, Yogurt, Produce, Ice

HONOURS

GOURMET FOOD & CATERING
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

“Sure, we're a frat of a sort, but it’s
been blown all out of proportion,”
says Peter Ziobro, assistant manager.

SS

(reg. 3.99)

VLADIMIR

$1.99

image of a macho, buddy-buddy frat.

VITAL VITTLES
HOME OF THE 27¢ COKE

Cabernet Sauv.

ANY SANDWICH

they try to

stories of “after-hours” at the Pub for

DP ELLA
LA Son SCALA (reg.
(reg. 3.99 3.9 )

11.98

Deli-Special

PUB
No matter how much

favoritism,

Pinot Grigio

VODKA

tion’s problems, as manager, Daly has
a hard time ordering her peers around.

is key. The Cafe is convenient for
everyone. I get mad when they call it a
ripoff. It’s hectic in here. We may look
like we're just messing around in here,

Blanc or Rouge

DORTMUNDER WESTFALIA
(Germany)

PRINTWORKS

R(S

says, “if you have a shift that cares,
you get good service. Some shifts just
don’t care.” Typical of these opera-

cheapness, and quickness of the food

although run by the University, is all
student managed.”
Kathy Daly, another manager, likes
working in the Cafe “because you see
people, establish connections.” Kathy
gets angry with a lot of the customers.

ETOWN

(=

takes time. We're working as fast as
we can. Hey, we're students, you're
students—don’t push us.” Daly thinks
the food is good, and feels the price,
location, and time can’t be beaten.
When asked about bad service, she

deny it, the Pub and its staff has the

but were

SEL

“Some people can be very rude, impatient. They should know that a burger

venience is what it’s all about. We
provide the bare minimum, cheaply.
We give the level of service we're
capable of considering the space and
time constraints.”
Kim Kenne, a manager, sees “the

Valp.
:

mystique, but not as a macho club.”

1.5 Liter WINE SALE
LA FLEUR

BERNKASTELER PILS
(Germany)

work here have to get that all out. This
is not a private party. The Pub has a

the Center Cafe, it always looks like

IMPORTED JUGS

14.99

Sums up Ziobro, “We go through 15
kegs on a good night, and the guys that

No matter what time you arrive at

GEORGETOWN AT KEY BRIDGE 3345 M ST. N.W.
FREE PARKING
EAGLE WINE & CHEESE GOURMET FOODS & CATERING SERVICES
333-5500

HEINEKEN (Holland)

that live upstairs, “but we just turn it
down,” says Fallon.

CENTER CAFE

out of such mad confusion. But during

Prosciutto & Brie
Pate & Brie
Rare Roast Beef
Pastrami

Corned Beef
Chicken Salad

ALBAN ANNEX
THE CORP'S NEWEST STORE
Combines all the Grocery products of Vital Vittles
with the health and beauty aids, detergents, and
film developing services of Saxa Sundries.
Located on the first floor of Alban Towers.
To apply for a job with the Corp., come
Room G-1

to

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

§

”

The Corp. is not an enterprise of Georgetown University.

B

he

the noise sometimes bothers the Jesuits
FR Mme

Grand Central Station at rush hour.
The workers rush around the hallwaywide room, bumping into each other,
the walls, the grills. It seems as though
there are 15 more people in the
cramped store than it can hold. The
cashier takes an order from the customer, throws it back somewhere in
the crowd, and minutes later begins to
reel off numbers of pick-ups. The
sandwiches arrive mostly right, pretty
good, and best of all, inexpensively.
You wonder how anything could come

improvements,

notes the new renovations, and more
variety of different music nights. The
only problem the Pub really faces is

2

us.

Put Your “Heads” Together
and cometo...

Sr

wine we can.” On

like to see some faculty staff oversee
the Corp operations. There is a lot we
don’t know. “Please,” she says, “ teach

BEER SALE!

BEER

main meeting places, and its manage-

ment is in the hands of the students.”
Fallon wants to only “cover costs and
then provide the cheapest beer and

doing, but they are not helping us. I'd

LE
BUY THE

Dave Fallon, general manager, sees

the Pub as the key place for social life
on campus. “The Pub is one of the

on

We

without waiting in line. I think that’s
been made up.”

even from the Corp. We're definitely

—

ciation.

you know. We don’t let in our friends

AI

Jack Teuber, “the most positive part
of campus, and we want some appre-

that the Pub is not that way. “You
work your way up the ranks here. You
want a job, you apply. It is not who

DOWNING
AND VAUX ~~ GEORGETOWN ~~ VICKY BAGLEY REALTY

HOY A Staff Writer

Because they are so much a part of
our student lives at Georgetown, they
tend to get ingnored and taken for
granted by us all unless they do something wrong. Usually when they've
mismanaged money, or are accused of
shoddy service, the students hear of
them, but as soon as the hue and cry is
over, they are forgotten once again.
They return to their regular spot in
our daily lives.
Perhaps the thought of how much
we use their individual services has

with only a 15% mark-up on records.
Nancy Koch, general manager, sees
Saxa’s as “a place to relax, browse,
and listen to music.” She stresses that
Saxa’s has a “pretty independent image

ENFIELD

The store recently acquired a small
computer, and bigger freezers to try to
provide better and more efficient serice.
“We are,” says Corp vice president

oy K. A. Swisher
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Peter Pan: Only For Those Who Have Not Grown Up
the Darling’s

by Don Murphy
HOYA

Tinkerbell, here shown as a laser beam

the sky. The enthusiasm and carefree
abandon of Sir James M. Barrie's turn
of the century fantasy pervades the
current production at Washington's
Warner Theatre, although the play

of light that glows, sparkles, and
belches, joins Peter as he tells his tales

thing for all ages” as it intends to.
Indeed, without the sheer energy of
~ this versions Peter many of the musical numbers would appear to be halfhearted rehearsals rather than actual
acts.

into the sky, in search of the lost boys

yet, I did not for a moment

that she was thirteen, or whatever,
herself. Peter gets away with looking
old because he is mentor to the group;
Wendy is a mentor too, but she looks
nowhere near as old as Peter does.

her chance in the limelight. From the
very moment that she leaps through
the window from the starry sky into

Despite her very pretty voice, Lee's

leaves much to be desired. The idea

in which she plays Wendy's daughter;
by this point whatever novelty the

~ BOOKS

crocodile appears; in all of the nonmusical numbers he clearly dominates
the stage, even at times surpassing
Peter. One rather enjoyable twist that

I liked was having Webster
Darling’s father as well. As
Hook, he seeks to force the
out of Never-Neverland and

believe

harmless. It is the eldest girl, Wendy,
acting as both the love interest to
Peter and the mother to the boys who
is a little weak. The idea of casting
someone
as considerably younger
than they are in reality seldom works,
especially when dealing with a char-

for two years finally gets

cackles with glee at the thought of
destroying Peter and capturing Wendy,
and screams in fear when the deadly

looks hopelessly out of place from her

and the land of Pirates and Indians.
younger boys, Michael and John, have
very few lines and are thus relatively

suitable relish to his villainous role. He

years old. Cole manages to convince
gushes about brimming with boyish
enthusiasm. Lee, on the other hand,

Darling children. Then, off they all go,

The children, cute as they are, do
leave quite a bit to be desired. The

the
on

acter that is supposed to be so young.
Cole and Ann Marie Lee, who plays
Wendy, both are well over twenty

very first scene in which she is acting
hand in hand with two thirteen year
old boys. She clearly outclasses them;

of Never-Neverland to the astonished

never quite manages to become “some-

Broadway

that

Cole

which she apparently lost on her last
visit to the house. The magical fairy

up, Peter Pan, soars into

Karyn Cole, who understudied
main role with Sandy Duncan

it is clear

in the air. Ms.

marvelously searches for her shadow

With a sprinkling of pixie dust and
lots of happy thoughts, the boy who
won't grow

nursery

there is magic

Arts Editor

world of reality.
The scenery is done satisfactorily,
along with a rather nice veil painting
that provides a fade-in to the opening
scenes. The show is staged well with
the exception of two audience participation scenes which seemed rather
strained. The audience itself, com-

!

character seems odd and out of place.

This is especially true in the last scene
trick had has worn quite thin.

prised of almost one-half children,
provided some of the most amusing

Byron Webster, as the sinister Captain Hook, on the other hand, brings

and annoying moments of the show as
they screamed or cried out loud. This

is not a play that the whole family will
love seeing. I did like it, but I got the
feeling that I would enjoy the show
even more if I were ten years younger.
Peter Pan will run daily at the
Warner through August 29.

CHEAP

For A Good Time:
Call SEC Box
Office: 625-7469

Buy and Sell Your Books
at the Corp’s Book Co-op

FREE
|

August

30,

3

1

9-5

p.m. Drop off

books

Sept. 1, 2, 3 - 9-5 a.m. Buy your books

:

FREE

ALSO — WIN FREE TICKETS TO REDSKINS GAME

PLAY MS. PAC MAN

FREE

Located in the Washington Club
New North Basement

vous isos,

ACTIGON*GAME*CENTER

Students of Georgetown, Inc. is not an enterprise of Georgetown University.

;

1102 20th AND L STREETS, N.W., WASH., D.C.
LARGEST SELECTION OF VIDEO GAMES: ZAXXON,
DONKEY KONG, GALAGA, CENTIPEDE, EYES,
TEMPEST, DIG DUG, QIX, KANGAROO & MORE

;

snd

S

SOUND

BRING THIS COUPON AND YOUR STUDENT I.D.

$

ELECTRONICS

Welcomes back the students, faculty & friends of

Georgetown University
To start your semester right —check into the savings at
SOUND ELECTRONICS
Drastic Reductions on All
Small Appliances:
Presto Popcorn Now
Regal 5 Cup Poly Hot Pot

Norelco
Exorass Colles Maker
Rival Can Opener
Toastmaster 2 Slice Toaster
Toastmaster Buffet
Ranges—from
19.95
Hamilton Beach Steam Iron

26.95
12.95

20.95

15.95
15.95

Brother Typewriters—from

20.95
69.95

Many more appliances On Sale & In Stock

;
x1
T1171
OF GEORGETOWN

1401 36TH STREET N.W.
WEDELVER.
LL

=

ALL STEREOS ON SALE
@® HITACHI Sansui SaMITSUBISHI SONY.
Panasonic

Intewivision (J) PIONEER

Technics

Now featuring savings on all your Electronic
needs including televisions, stereos, small
appliances, radios, calculators, typewriters,
blank

tapes

& accessories

Special on Blank Tapes:
I

J

ET
{cy

1965-7444 | =

play the
Captain
children
into the

fo)
Yad
$3.25

STDIK
each

Look for our “Walkman” Ad in “Dollars-Off”
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Arts
Special to the HOYA

The

Student

mission

Entertainment

will open

its

Com-

1982-1983

film

schedule next Friday and Saturday,
September 3 and 4 with the off-the-

and the blockbuster film The Deer
Hunter will be shown on November
19th and 20th. The last film of the
semester, a Georgetown Animation
Festival featuring yet to be announced
cartoons will be seen a week before
finals on December 3rd and 4th. Admission to all of these films will run
the average student $2.50 and those

wall antics of the rock group the
Ramones starring in Rock and Roll
High School at 7:30 p.m. This film and
the entire weekend film series that the
SEC will present over the semester
will be shown in n the Med School

There is also the return of the SEC’s
classic movie nights, done, as before,

Pre-Clinical

on Thursdays in Reiss 103. This semes-

Science

Building.

Other

lucky ones with SES cards only $1.50.

films in this series include the eternal

ter offers

college favorite, National Lampoon's

films which fans go to see over and

Animal House,

10 and

over again. The Paper Chase will show

11, the steamy mystery thriller Body

freshman and seniors alike just how
easy they've got it now with its depiction of life in a first year law school,

on September

Heat on September 17 and 18; and the
funny-scary An American Werewolf
in London on September 24 and 25.

On October 1st and 2nd the Academy Award-winning Chariots
will be shown, followed by On
Pond on the 15th and 16th. The
foreign film Emmanuelle will

of Fire
Golden
sensual
be pre-

a series

of “cult

movies”,

16th Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse

sented on the 22nd and 23rd; while
Halloween

special

turn up on the 23rd, while the classic

double feature of The Creature From

Hitchcock film Psycho will be offered
on the 30th. In a lighter vein, so to
speak, the Marx Brothers classic Duck
Soup is on the agenda for October 7,
with the little known, seldom seen
Pretty Poison being shown on the 21st.
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, easily
the sickest, most repulsive film ever
conceived will be the SEC’s Hal-

usher

in

a

the Black Lagoon (in 3-D no less!) and
the Invasion of the Body Snatchers,

with

the original

1950's

apocalyptic

ending!
The winner of this year’s Cannes
Film Festival Award, Missing, will be
shown for all the political activists on
campus on the weekend after election
day. For the true lunatics out there,
the S.E.C. offers Monty Python's And
Now For Something Completely Dif-

ferent . . . on November 12th and 13th

Without A Cause appears on the 2nd
of December. The cost for these films
is less, $2.00 or $1.00 with SES, but the
time here is at 8:00. Finally, the ultimate cult movie, The Rocky Horror.
Picture Show will be offered in the
Hall of Nations on September 23rd.
With rice, beer, and toast, and a
pre-and post-film party presented by
WROX, this looks to be the social
event of the season.
For more info on any of these films
students are advised to visit the SEC
box office or call 625-3181.

in this case, Harvard. This will be
screened on September 9, while on the
Five, a college favorite and literary
masterpiece, will be shown. The eerie
Wait Until Dark, with one of the most
startling sequences in film history will

will

11th. Roman Polanski’s psychological
thriller Repulsion shows on November
18th, and the James Dean classic Rebel

loween “gift” on the 28th. The rock
and rollers get their say on Election
Day with “The Buddy Holly Story”,
followed -by The Wild Bunch on the

Today is the first day of broadcast for Georgetown Univer-

sity Radio 690 AM,

WROX.

This week, tune in for the following:
Friday, August 27: Switch-on party, 8 a.m. The WROX staff,
University President Timothy Healy, and the Chimes help kick
off the new sound of Georgetown, British Rock will be
featured at 6 p.m.
Saturday, August 28: Reggae, 2 p.m. SportsTalk premieres
at 4 p.m. At 9:30 p.m., ROX broadcasts LIVE from the big
Orientation party from the Hall of Nations.
Sunday, August 29: Women Rockers are featured with
Andrea at 2 p.m. Drama will be highlighted at 5 p.m., followed
later by classical programming at 8 p.m.

Monday, August 30: Rap with ROX Bigmouths on Roxtalk,
at 7 p.m.

Tuesday, August
31: Funk

featured at 6 p.m. New Wave

spotlight at 8:45 p.m.

Wednesday, September 1: Don’t miss “Mr. Mellow” himself
as the Jeff Stapleton Show debuts at 8:45 p.m.
Thursday, September 2: More goodies from your campus
station. Be sure to listen and find out more.
WROX, between off-peak hours of 2-4 p.m., and 11 p.m.-8

a.m., will rebroadcast progressive music from the studios of
WHES-FM.
Beginning with our next issue, the HOYA will be printing
detailed schedules of all WROX programming.
The SEC films of the fall/winter season.

ATTENTION
BSN CLASS OF 83
Why

Air

wait

to

start

your

nursing

career?

The

has a special program for 1983 BSNs.
If selected,
you can enter Air Force active
duty soon after graduation -- without waiting
for

Force

the

results

To apply,
and

Force facility.
It's an
experiences you'll have
information,

meet

of

your

State

Boards.

you must have an overall 3.0 GPA

other

basic

requirements.

-

As
a
newly
commissioned
nurse,
you'll
attend a five-month internship at a major Air
excellent way to prepare for the wide range of
as an Air Force nurse professional.
For
more

contact:
——

Capt.

Pat Boland

MIS SIL E TOE

Soccer. It's one game that
® really keeps you on your
toes. Luckily, NIKE has a wide range of shoes for it.
Designed to go from tight control to Sxplosive power with
just the flick of an ankle. With plenty 0 froschon and
Suppo built in. Molded or detachable cleats. Even special
soles for indoor action.
:
NIKE Soccer Shoes. Our Missile Toes.
.
Launch a pair and the other side mightas
&
well kiss its net goodbye.
Ton

301-981-3284

Reach

Higher...
Write for
HOYA Sports
Call Bill at
625-4554

FACULTY —
Kinko's Copies can save you and
your students time and money with

our Professor Publishing Program.
Bring your class notes, or reserve

all notebooks, pens, and binders.

reading material down to Kinko's to
be filed and copied for your students,
eliminating reserve room worry and
providing a hands-on learning tool
at a reasonable cost.

3409 M Street

(202) 965-1414

STUDENTS —
Save $ on stationery and school

RESEARCH

PAPERS

Improve your grades! Rush $1.00 for the
current, 306 page, research catalog. 11,278
papers on file, all academic subjects.

Research Assistance 11322 Idaho Ave,
#206W, Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213)
477-8226

supplies. Bring this ad for 20% off

:

ADMINISTRATORS —
Eliminate deadline headaches —
Kinko’s can handle any job large or
small faster than anyone.

Collating, stapling, and binding for
professional presentations. Departmental and University charges
available.
HOURS:

M-Th 8:30-7:00
Fri 8:30-5:30
Sat 9:00-5:00

Sun 1:00-5:00
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Virginia To Play Hoyas Dec. 11,
Ewing Vs. Sampson in Classic

BILL
LATHAM

Welcome to
Georgetown:
Sports Mecca

11 in the Capital Centre in Landover,
Md. The rights to the expected showdown between centers Patrick Ewing
and Ralph Sampson were won by
WTBS-TV, owned by the controversial
entrepreneur Ted Turner. Turner's
“superstation” reportedly offered each
school $250,000 for exclusive rights to
.the game. With the exclusive rights,
the game will not be shown on commercial television.
Assistant Athletic Director Jeffrey

Many of you athletes will become
the seasoned veterans of tomorrow,
for Georgetown’s varsity sports programs rely heavily on student partici-

pation. Most of the athletes on Georgetown’s men’s basketball, track, and
teams were

cruited

and

attend

athletic

scholarships,

heavily re-

Georgetown
but

the

on

many

pa

SERRE

SSR
a

This was the scene at the last regular season GU-UVa game, in 1954.

After 9,000, Fogelson said, the ticket

on Jan. 8, on prime time after the NFC

The two teams split twice in competi-

playoffs. If the GU-Virginia game were

tion since then, with the Cavaliers
winning in a 1972 tournament, and

package price will be discounted for
that game since Georgetown will only

ing competition. Georgetown fields a

receive

women’s sports, ranging from men’s
football and soccer to women’s volley-

Kuhlman Falls in Finals;
Tennis [3th in Nationals

Students also can join the men’s and
women’s

rugby teams, which

are not

funded by the University’s athletic department.

This

alternative

is recom-

HOYA

from Fort Mitchell, Kentucky, entered

courts,
indoor

four
track,

ball-room

dancing

and

indoor

Georgetown was the site of the 1982 U.S. Youth Games.

pete against each other in these con-

tests
Cup
year,
wins

in order
points. At
the floor
the prized

to win coveted Yates
the end of the school
with the most points
Yates Cup, symbol of

University Photo

by Bill Latham
HOY A Sports Editor

The stands were packed, famous
athletes such as Julius Erving and
Althea Gibson watched, and Pat Ewing

and John Thompson received a deafening ovation when they were introduced
over the PA system. No, this wasn’t

the NCAA Finals. The above is a
description of the opening ceremony

coach

future Hoyas,

nament,

of teams sponsored by city recreation

departments. Over 1200 children competed at this year’s games.

imagine he was watching.”

The United States Youth Games,
now in their 16th year, enable children
15 and under from across the country

tournament,

the swim meet, the Turkey Trot (an
obstacle course race held shortly before Thanksviging), and the foul shoot-

ing contest. The few competitors who
actually show up for these and other
events rarely have any experience at
the sport in question, but due to the
scant turn-out, can often win a bushel

of points for their dorm floor. Your
Resident Advisor will fill you in on
how to sign up.
If all of this activity sounds too
strenuous for you, if your idea of a
well-spent afternoon does not include
the blood, sweat and tears of a grueling
pick-up game of basketball in Yates,
and if your weight program involves a
series of 12 ounce curls from the seated position, take heart, friends! At
Georgetown, watching sports can be
just as fun as playing them. Most of
the varsity teams charge no admission
for their games, matches and meets,

and several of them are highly competitive, such as the women’s tennis
team, which competed in the National
Division II Finals last year and features
All-American Suzanne Kuhlman.
The creme de la creme, of course, is

the men’s basketball team. The mighty
Hoyas, the Beast
of the West, the
basketball team
point) will enter

of the East, the Best
second best college
in America (by one
this season as one of

the top-rated teams in the country. If
you haven't purchased your season
ticket yet, do so quickly, for the 15

basketball games out at the Cap Centre
are not just exhibitions of college
basketball at its best, but also social
occasions which brighten up what can
be an otherwise dreary Washington
winter.
So don't just sit there, do something!
As one oft-seen American sportsman
says, “Go for it.”

ment,

her

Washington,

D.C.

was

selected

as

the host city for the 1982 games, and
University President Rev. Timothy
Healy agreed to provide Georgetown’s

John

Thompson

Fogelson

spotted

Ewing.

to the 19,000 seat Capital Centre in
Landover, Maryland, where an average
of 10,398 fans watched the Hoyas play.

ters and ran the third fastest mile of
any American college student ever
during a track meet in Oslo, Norway
this summer. On June 25th, Gregorek,
a steeplechaser on the 1980 U.S. Olympic team, finished sixth in the “Golden
Mile” with a time of 3:51.34. This time
was less than two seconds behind Todd
Harbour’s collegiate record of 3:50.8.

A week later, Gregorek broke Marty
Liquori’s collegiate record in the 2000
meters. His time of 5:00.19 is over two
seconds faster than the old record, set
by Liquori as a Villanova student in
1971. Gregorek finished third in the
2000 meters race, three seconds behind
Steve Ovett of Great Britain.

Gregorek finished second in the 1500
meters at the NCAA Outdoor Track
Championships in Provo, Utah in early
June. Two weeks later, he placed
second in the steeplechase at the TAC
meet in Knoxville, Tennessee.
3

*

ok

0%

££

The Georgetown Men’s Basketball
team increased their per game attendance more than any other team in the
nation, according to NCAA statistics.
The 1981-82 average attendance at
Hoya home games, 8,591, is double
their average attendance of 4,197 in
the previous season. Largely responsible is the transfer of 12 home games

*

*

*

Georgetown Athletics will have two
new faces on the sidelines this year.
Joseph Cardaci was named. assistant
football coach and Craig Esherick was
named assistant basketball coach earlier this month.
Esherick

is not

actually

that

new,

having played varsity basketball here
for four years before graduating in
1978, then serving as a part-time assistant coach during the 1980-81 season.
Esherick is also a 1982 graduate of the
Georgetown University Law Center.
While naming Craig Esherick, Athletic Director Francis X. Rienzo announced the resignation of assistant
basketball coach Ed Meyers. Meyers
left to enter private business.
GU’s assistant football coach may be
new to Georgetown, but he is certainly
no stranger to football. Cardaci starred
as an All Metropolitan player during
the late forties at St. John’s High
School, where he later coached present Hoya Coach Scotty Glacken and

Arena

this year.

On

it would seem that
11% for Capital
for $36 vs. 14 for
discounted such a
package (including

cost $49, so there is no

Capital

University of Virginia officials de-

to beat

quarter

are

clined comment on the allotment for
their school. Traditionally, U.Va. students have not had first priority on
extra-season tickets, with U.Va. Student Aid (booster club) members getting priority. No decision has been

made

and

on how

many

tickets will be

semi-finals. Both Garcia and McCarthy

distributed

lost their first-round matches. Garcia
roared
back,
however,
sweeping

dents. And for GU students, it’s simply
first come, first serve. So get those

through the consolation rounds unde-

tickets now!

11
18
25

Women’s

stu-

Anne Arundel Community
College. ............. 1:00 pm
St. Francis (Pa.). ....... 1:00 pm
Alumnl. Loe
1:00 pm

2
9

atDuquesne........... 7:00 pm
“atFordham. . i... .. 1:00 pm

16

St. Peter's

23

Gallaudet.............. 1:00 pm

30

At Catholic...

(Homecoming)........

the

their

OCT

Georgetown will open their 1982-83
season at home against William and
. Mary on September 10.
for

to

SEPT

a March dual meet.

Tryouts

exclusively

FOOTBALL

threes, losing a three-set

tured the team title, William and Mary

an

1:00 pm
1:00 pm

NOV
6
13

Tennis’

team begin this Sunday at 11:30 a.m.
at McDonough.

at St John's. LL.
Washington & Lee. .....

1:00 pm
1:00 pm

Men’s Crew in England
glish teams from Reading University

Special to the HOYA
Baseball Coach Ken Kelly is busy’
remodeling Nolan Field for the fall
season.

f by Chris Callsen— The HOYA

Inc., a subsidiary of National Permanent Savings and Loan.
*

%*

%x

The talent coming out of the Georgetown basketball team was exhibited in
the success of the graduating seniors
in the N.B.A. draft held earlier this
summer. Eric Floyd, Georgetown’s all
time leading scorer, was drafted in the

first round by the New Jersey Nets.
Eric Smith was drafted in the fourth
round by the Portland Trailblazers,
and Ed Spriggs in the eighth round by
the Boston Celtics.

|

and

the

University

of Bristol

before

Georgetown
University’s
varsity
eights lightweight team made a strong

falling to Isis on July 3rd. The Hoyas
outdistanced Bristol by 3}; lengths on
July 1st and defeated Reading by 2%

showing

lengths the next day.

in England

this summer,

ad-

Henley Royal Regatta near London in
early July, and featured many of the

Teams from Yale, Harvard and the
Santa Clara Rowing Club were among
other U.S. entrants at Henley. None of
the American teams were able to
recapture the prestigious Grand Challenge Cup from the English. Yale Uni-

finest crew teams in England and the

versity’s team was favored to win the

United States.
Georgetown, coached by Jay Forster,

Cup competition but lost to London
University and Tyrian in the semifinals.

vancing to the quarter finals of the
Ladies Challenge Plate before losing
to the Isis Boat Club of Oxford University.

The

races

were

posted impressive

held

victories

at the

over

En-

Varsity Physicals Set
Varsity try-outs start this week. In order to compete at the

varsity

level

for Georgetown,

you

must

have

a physical

examination.

Below is a schedule of the physical dates for each sport. The
physicals will be held at McDonough gymnasium at the times
listed below:

Aug. 29

Sun.

10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

Volleyball

Field Hockey
Baseball, Tennis (Men &

Women)

Tues.
Tues.

1:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

Sept. 8

Wed.

5:00 p.m.

Sept. 9

Thur.

5:00 p.m.

Sept. 10

Fri.

5:00 p.m.

Aug. 31
Sept. 7

Assistant Coach Jay Calabrese.
Cardaci has been active in area
football for the past twenty-five years,
serving stints as head coach at Good
Counsel High School and assistant at
Georgetown Prep. He is currently
president of Permanent Insurance,

in the

tickets

the tickets as stated in the
Centre ticket arrangement.

finished second and Charleston College
third. Richmond had earlier squeeked
past Georgetown by only one match in

HOYA Summer SportShorts
Former Georgetown Cross Country
star John Gregorek set a new American collegiate record in the 2000 me-

taking three sets each

opponents

season

real increase with this year’s home
games. He said that if broken down,
there were 14 games at $3 and the
Virginia game at $8, half the cost of

heartbreaker to Lisa Donabedian of
Loyola Marymount.
The University of Richmond cap-

“I

And why not? A few years ago the
basketball team from Boston featured
a big skinny kid who turned out to be
pretty good. His name was Patrick

McDonough)

last year, and McCarthy

the number

any

chuckled

at McDonough

feated to gain a fifth place finish among
the number two players. McCarthy
came back to finish seventh among

the kids enjoyed themselves, however.”

ball. The young athletes are members

on August 11-15, 1982.

ance.

the ping pong

13th overall, in spite of entering only
three players. The rest of the Georgetown team was unable to enter the

news,

the basis of price
prices have risen
Centre tickets (12
$50), but Fogelson
claim. The 1981-82

finished her season with a 13-6 record.
Kuhlman had a tough time getting
to the finals of the national tourna-

connected with the games,” said Assistant Athletic Director Jeff Fogelson.
“The most important thing was that

uous, and often poorly attended, competitions such as the badminton tour-

the campus of Georgetown University

athletic excellence as well as persever-

ketball and flag football leagues, but
also to the top finishers in such innoc-

competition

meals, and security. “For those five
days the campus was overrun by things

to compete in organized contests in
five different sports: tennis, bowling,
swimming, track and field, and basket-

at the National Youth Games, held on

In other

now on sale. The total cost will be $50
for 15 games. No games will be played

due to their impressive records during
the 1981-82 season. Neither Kuhlman
nor Garcia lost a match in dual singles

facilities for the games after a phone
call from Mayor Marion Barry.
Preparations for the event were
difficult. Arrangements had to be made
for athletic facilities, housing and

Fogelson said that the biggest feature
of the games was the track and field
competition held on Kehoe Field. The
boys basketball final also drew a large
crowd of about 600. The game was
won by the Washington, D.C. team,
which included Washington Bullets
General Manager Bob Ferry’s son.
Asked whether Georgetown basketball

Perserverance, because the IM Department awards points not only for
the top finishers in the softball, bas-

first

GU Hosts Youth Games

The Georgetown Intramural Depart-

bizarre, sports. Dormitory floors com-

seeded

in all three of their previous matches.
The Hoyas finished an impressive

skiing and scuba diving.

ment organizes leagues and tournaments in a number of basic, and

tournament

by second seed Sheri Dow of William
and Mary. Kuhlman had beaten Dow

karate,

ment also makes its headquarters in
Yates. The Intramural (IM) Depart-

finals

among the leading singles players. She
finished second, being upset, 6-1, 6-4,

basketball
an

pool and diving tank, weight machines,
ping pong tables, a gymnastics and
dancercise room and more can be
found inside the climate-controlled
confines of Yates. Yates also contains
squash courts, raquetball courts, a
batting cage and pole vault and high
jump pits.
Yates also offers lessons in various
different activities, including tennis and
yoga,

the

“The greatest in-season
college basketball game
since the Lew AlcindorElvin Hayes game in the
Astrodome in 1968.”
— UVa’s
:
Athletic Directo

Number one player Kuhlman, number two player Valentina Garcia and
number three player Brigid McCarthy
received at-large bids to the nationals

Kuhlman, a three-time All-American

facilities available for almost every
type of inside sport you can imagine.
an

Sports Editor

travelled to Greeley, Colorado and
the Division II national finals last May.

“side Yates you'll find a multitude of

GU triumphing in the 1978 NIT, 70-68,
in overtime.

finals competition due to a communications snafu. The team missed the first
day of competition at the Division II
Eastern Regionals because the schedule for that tournament was changed.
Neither Women’s Tennis Coach Kathy
Kemper nor the Athletic Department
noticed the change.

team further than its ever gone before,
as she and two other Hoya netters

For a less formal style of competi-

tennis

Capital

Junior tennis star Suzanne Kuhlman
Georgetown’s Women’s Tennis

tion, check out Yates Field House. In-

Six

18,000

led

Don’t just sit there, do
something!

courts,

the

by Bill Latham

mended for those of you who possess a
high tolerance level for both pain and
alcohol.
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1907. Georgetown leads the series 11-7.
The last meeting in regular season
occurred Feb. 13, 1954 with the Hoyas
losing 85-78 at McDonough Arena.

“Georgetown” across their chests dur-

of

won the first contest 22-11, on Feb. 9,

CBS Television, which broadcast the
NCAA playoffs last year, offered each
school an undisclosed amount to play

be on vacation and be unable to see
the game. Therefore, the Dec. 11 game
would be in the best interests of everyone, according to many sources.
Athletic Director Dick Schultz, representing the University of Virginia,
said the game “should be the greatest
in-season college basketball game since
the Lew Alcindor-Elvin Hayes game in
the Astrodome in 1968.”

that the first 9,000 season ticket buyers

9,000

}

to be played then, most students would

to Georgetown games this season will
be guaranteed tickets to the game.

ball, from field hockey to ice hockey.

i
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—John Thompson

exact figure, only saying that a “considerable figure” was offered. He stated

number of teams in both men’s and

fit

“This game is good for
college basketball.”

Fogelson declined any comment on an

other intercollegiate teams of Georgetown are made up of non-scholarship
athletes. Their only incentive is the
pride obtained from wearing the name

Jil
i

get to see the game. Atlanta’s Omni,
Dallas’ Reunion Arena, and the Madison Square Guarden reportedly offered
their locations for the game.

liers in a regular season contest Dec.

indulge yourself while you are here.

cross country

Fogelson, to assure that students would

The Georgetown University Men's
Basketball team has been scheduled to
play the University of Virginia Cava-

Sports lovers of the Class of '86, you
: have come to the right place! Georgetown University offers an incredible
menu of activities and opportunities
for the sports-minded, so be sure to

“This game is good for college basketball,” Hoya coach John Thompson
remarked. “So many fans want to see
this game that it would be an injustice
not to play it.
No individual tickets will be sold for
the game, matching the 30-4 Cavaliers
with the 30-7 NCAA Finalists.
The Hoyas and Cavaliers renew a
rivalry dormant for 29 years and one
that dates to 1907. The Blue and Gray

Centre tickets. The splitting of the
CapCentre tickets was, according to

by John Reagan
HOYA Editor-In-Chief

Craig Esherick, G.U. player, coach,
and law school grad.
ova Fie Photo

Soccer and Golf
Track, Men

& Women

Crew (Men & Women Alphabetically, A thru K)
Crew (L thru Z)
Women’s Basketball Late Candidates, $7 Fee required
from each athlete.

